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ABSTRACT 
ON WAVELET-BASED TESTING FOR 
SERIAL CORRELATION OF UNKNOWN FORM 
USING FAN'S ADAPTIVE NEYMAN METHOD 
by 
Shan Yao 
University of New Hampshire, September 2012 
Advisor: Dr. Linyuan Li 
Test procedures for serial correlation of unknown form with wavelet methods are in­
vestigated in this dissertation. The new wavelet-based consistent test is motivated using 
Fan's (1996) canonical multivariate normal hypothesis testing model. In our framework, 
the test statistic relies on empirical wavelet coefficients of a wavelet-based spectral density 
estimator. We advocate the choice of the simple Haar wavelet function, since evidence 
demonstrates that the choice of the wavelet function is not critical. Under the null hypoth­
esis of no serial correlation, the asymptotic distribution of a vector of empirical wavelet 
coefficients is derived, which is the multivariate normal distribution in the limit. It is also 
shown that the wavelet coefficients are asymptotically uncorrelated. The proposed test 
statistic presents the serious advantage to be completely data-driven or adaptive, which 
avoids the need to select any smoothing parameters. Furthermore, under a suitable class 
of local alternatives, the wavelet-based method is consistent against serial correlation of 
ix 
unknown form. The test statistic is expected to exhibit better power than the current test 
statistics when the true spectral density displays significant spatial inhomogeneity, such as 
seasonal or cycle periodicities. However, the convergence of the test statistic toward its 
respective asymptotic distribution is expected to be relatively slow. Thus, Monte Carlo 
methods are investigated to determine the corresponding critical value. In a small simula­
tion study, the new method is compared with several current test statistics, with respect to 
their empirical levels and powers. 
x 
INTRODUCTION 
Testing for serial correlation has been a long-standing problem in statistics and econo­
metrics. Many test statistics for serial correlation have been proposed, including the popular 
Box-Pierce-Ljung portmanteau test statistics developed in the seminal works of Box and 
Pierce (1970) and Ljung and Box (1978). These portmanteau test statistics have been gen­
eralized using a spectral density approach by Hong (1996), where the testing procedures 
relied on a normalized distance between a kernel-based spectral density estimator and the 
spectral density under the null hypothesis of no serial correlation. Wavelet methods repre­
sent an alternative approach to kernel-based spectral density estimators. Using a wavelet 
expansion of the spectral density, Lee and Hong (2001) proposed a wavelet-based spectral 
density estimator and they obtained a consistent test statistic for serial correlation using 
quadratic integrated measure. In Duchesne, Li and Vandermeerschen (2010), a similar test 
statistic has been investigated, using wavelet thresholding of the wavelet coefficients. 
In Hong's (1996) spectral density approach, a kernel function k ( - )  needs to be spec­
ified and the user has to also specify a smoothing parameter or a truncation parameter pn, 
depending on the nature of the kernel function. Interestingly, it provided an interpretation 
for Box-Pierce-Ljung test statistics, which can be considered as a particular case of Hong's 
statistic using the truncated uniform kernel and a truncation parameter. For the kernel-
based test of Hong (1996), the selection of the kernel functions has very little impact on 
the performance of the test statistic, except for the truncated uniform kernel where pn is 
in fact a lag order. However, theoretical and empirical evidence suggest that the selec­
tion of pn can have a significant impact on the power of the spectral test statistic. From 
a theoretical point of view, the test statistic of Hong (1996) is consistent under the as­
sumptions pn/n —>• 0 and pn -> oc, n being the sample size. However, in practice, pn 
is fixed and the test statistic with small values of pn, when pn is denoted as a lag order, 
1 
may miss high order dependence, due for example to seasonality. On the other hand, when 
pn corresponds to a smoothing parameter (not a lag order), it may be difficult to specify 
in practical applications. Alternatively, a wavelet basis can be used to describe the spec­
tral density. The test statistic of Lee and Hong (2001) was constructed using a quadratic 
distance measure between a wavelet-based spectral density estimator and the null spectral 
density. In that framework, a finest scale Jn needs to be selected. The finest scale Jn used 
in the wavelet-based test statistic also has significant impact on the performance of the test 
statistic. As a spatially adaptive estimation method, wavelet method has its major strength 
in detecting local characteristics and global alternations such as peaks and spikes. As a 
result, the wavelet-based test statistics of Lee and Hong (2001) are expected to reach better 
power than the kernel-based test statistics of Hong (1996) if the spectral density displays 
significant spatial inhomogeneity. Both Hong's (1996) test statistic and Lee and Hong's 
(2001) method involve the selection of smoothing parameters pn and Jn, which are chosen 
either by subjective approaches or data-driven methods such as the method given in Walter 
(1994). Cross-validation or data-driven methods may be appealing, but they are computa­
tionally intensive. Furthermore, the additional variability due to the data-driven selection 
may affect the finite sample performance of the test statistics. These issues may be viewed 
as serious disadvantages, see Li (2004, pp. 104 and 168), among others. The Duchesne, Li 
and Vandermeerschen (2010) wavelet thresholding test statistic was also motivated using 
a quadratic distance measure between a wavelet-based spectral density estimator and the 
null spectral density. Using an appropriate thresholding parameter, shrinkage rules were 
applied to the empirical wavelet coefficients by vanishing those which are smaller than the 
threshold parameter. They found that the thresholding rule was particularly appealing when 
most of the energy was concentrated on few dimensions with unknown locations. 
In this dissertation, we also consider using wavelet coefficients and a wavelet-based 
spectral density approach. The new test statistic for testing for serial correlation of un­
known form is motivated using Fan's (1996) adaptive Neyman method. Neyman's funda­
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mental testing problem is for a location parameter in a multivariate normal framework. If 
the large coefficients of the location parameters are concentrated on the first few dimen­
sions, a test statistic based on the first few components of the random vector is expected to 
be powerful. Fan (1996) proposed a simple and powerful procedure to select the number 
of dimensions based on power consideration. That approach is comparable to thresholding 
methods, since in both approaches the test statistics are based on the significant few dimen­
sions. In our framework, the random components are the wavelet coefficients. Based on 
the theoretical and empirical results of Lee and Hong (2001) and Duchesne, Li and Van-
dermeerschen (2010), the choice of the wavelet function is not critical. Thus, we use the 
simple Haar wavelet function to compute the wavelet coefficients and the test statistic. The 
proposed test statistic is expected to display high power when the true spectral density has 
significant spatial inhomogeneity, such as seasonal or cycle periodicities often encountered 
in economic and financial time series. A clear advantage of the proposed test statistic is 
that it is completely automatic, or adaptive, which avoids the need to select smoothing pa­
rameters or finest scales. We study the asymptotic distributions of the wavelet coefficients 
and the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic is also investigated. That problem was 
also considered by Duchesne, Li and Vandermeerschen (2010), but the results were stated 
without proof. Here, detailed proofs are provided, which are useful in their own right. As 
for the test statistics based on thresholding rules, the convergence of the test statistic based 
on Fan's approach toward its asymptotic distribution is expected to be slow. Thus, a Monte 
Carlo method is applied in order to find the critical values. Empirical evidence confirms 
that the proposed test statistic has reasonable properties under the null hypothesis and it 
displays high power under a large number of alternatives. 
The organization of the dissertation is as follows. In Chapter 1, we introduce the ba­
sic framework including the introduction of the serial correlation, the wavelet analysis, and 
Fan's adaptive Neyman approach. And then we discuss how they can be used to develop 
the new testing procedure for serial correlation in a time series framework. The asymptotic 
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distributions of the wavelet coefficients under the null hypothesis of no serial correlation is 
studied. We also provide the consistency of the proposed test statistic under fixed alterna­
tives. Chapter 2 presents a small simulation study under the null hypothesis and for several 
alternative hypotheses. We demonstrate empirically that the proposed wavelet-based adap­
tive test statistic is powerful compared to current spectral-based test statistics. All compu­
tations were done using the R statistical software version 2.15.0 (http://cran.r-project.org/). 
Related scripts can be found in the Appendix. Chapter 3 offers some concluding remarks 
and Chapter 4 provides the proofs of the main results. 
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CHAPTER I 
PRELIMINARIES AND THE 
TESTING PROBLEM 
1.1 Serial Correlation and the Testing Problem 
Serial correlation is also known as autocorrelation. It refers to the correlation of a 
time series with its own past and future values. Serial correlation has many applications in 
various fields. In signal processing, serial correlation can give information about repeating 
events like musical beats (for example, to determine tempo) or pulsar frequencies. It can 
also be used to estimate the pitch of a musical tone. In statistics, spatial autocorrelation be­
tween sample locations also helps one estimate mean value uncertainties when sampling a 
heterogeneous population. In Astrophysics, autocorrelation is used to study and character­
ize the spatial distribution of galaxies in the universe and in multi-wavelength observations 
of Low Mass X-ray Binaries. 
Let X  —  { X t ,  t  £  Z}bea covariance stationary real-valued time series with normal­
ized spectral density fx(w), w e [—7r, 7r]. Assuming oo 1-^-xWI < oo, where the 
lag-h autocovariance is defined by Rx(h) = Cov(Xt, Xt_\h\), he Z, the spectral density 
can be written as 
where p x ( h )  =  R x ( h ) / R x { 0) denotes the lag- h  autocorrelation. 
The hypothesis of interest states that the stochastic process X  corresponds to a white 
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noise process, against the alternative hypothesis of serial correlation of arbitrary form. 
More precisely, the null and alternative hypotheses in the time domain can be written as: 
H 0  : px( h )  = 0, for all h ,  h ^ Q ,  
H \  : Px( h ) 7^ 0, for some h ,  h  ^  0. 
The hypotheses HQ and HX can be formulated using the spectral density f x (W) of X. 
Under the null hypothesis H0, all px(h) = 0 for h ^ 0 and px(h) = 1 for h = 0. As a 
result, 
Hence, the null hypotheis px(h)  =  0, for all h  ^  0 is equivalent to  f x  ( oj)  =  ui  G 
[—7r, 7r]. However, under the alternative hypothesis of serial correlation of arbitrary form, 
the spectral density fx{w) is not identically equal to the constant (27r)_1. That alternative 
formulation in the frequency domain provides the main motivation to develop a test statis­
tic for serial correlation using a spectral approach. Therefore, the original hypotheses of 
interest can be stated in terms of the normalized spectral density function fx(^) as follows: 
It is possible to express the normalized spectral density function f x ( w )  using a wavelet 
basis (Lee and Hong, 2001). We now consider a wavelet representation of the normalized 
s p e c t r a l  d e n s i t y  f u n c t i o n  f x { w ) -
for any OJ G [—7r, 7t], 
for some OJ E [-TT, 7T] 
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1.2 Wavelet Analysis 
Wavelet theory is applied in many disciplines: statistics, mathematics, geophysics, 
astronomy, signal processing, medical imaging, and numerical analysis. From a historical 
point of view, wavelet analysis is a relatively new method, given the fact that its mathemat­
ical foundation dates back to Fourier analysis in the nineteenth century. Fourier analysis is 
a methodology for the frequency domain while wavelet analysis is for both the frequency 
domain and time domain. The first mentioning of wavelets was in a thesis by Alfred Haar 
in 1910. Haar showed that any continuous function f(x) on [0,1] can be approximated by a 
set of wavelet base using the Haar wavelet, which has the property of being compactly sup­
ported. In the 1930s, prototypes of wavelets first appeared in Lusin's work. In the 1980s, 
Grossman and Morlet, a physicist and an engineer, broadly defined wavelets in the con­
text of quantum physics. In the mid-1980s, Mallat gave wavelets an additional jump-start 
through his work in digital signal processing. Inspired by Mallat's results, Meyer (1985) 
constructed the first non-trivial wavelets. Unlike the Haar wavelets, the Meyer wavelets 
are continuously differentiable. However they do not have compact support. Several years 
later, Daubechies (1988) constructed a set of wavelet orthonormal basis functions which 
have become the cornerstone of wavelet applications today. 
Wavelet analysis can be viewed as a generalization of Fourier analysis. The two math­
ematical techniques are often compared with each other and the main difference is that 
wavelet analysis is localized in both time and frequency whereas Fourier analysis is only 
localized in frequency. Wavelets have a gender: father wavelets <j> and mother wavelets ip 
which satisfy: 
Father wavelets are good at representing the smooth and low-frequency parts of a signal and 
mother wavelets are good at representing the detail and high-frequency parts of a signal. A 
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complete orthonormal wavelet basis {<t>jk( - ) ,  °f the L2 (TZ)  space can be generated 
from the father and mother wavelets as follows: 
<j>jk(x )  =  2 j / 2 ( / ) {2 : i X  -  K ) ,  
i p j k { x )  =  2 3 l 2 i i ) ( 2 3 x  -  k ) ,  
where the integer j  denotes a resolution level and k  denotes a translation parameter. 
Now we consider a wavelet expansion of the normalized spectral density function 
/x(u>), oo € [—7r,7r]. Since fx(w) is a 27r-periodic function over R, a wavelet basis 
{$jk(-), ^jfc(-)} f°r the L2(n)-space of 27r-periodic functions needs to be constructed, 
where II = [—7r, TX\. Given an orthonormal wavelet basis {(f)jk(-), i>jk(-)} of L2(R), we can 
cons t ruc t  the  2 7 r -pe r iod ic  o r thonormal  wave le t  bas i s  {$ , •&(• ) ,  ^ jk ( - ) }  f rom i p j k{ - ) }  
via the expressions: 
OO 
= (2tt)-1/2 J2 + 
m=—oo 
oo 
Vjk{uj) = (2tt)"1/2 + m)' 
where —oo < w < oo. Both <Pjk(-) and are real valued and periodic functions with 
period 2ix. An example is the Haar wavelets 0 and ip, which are defined as: 
, ,  ,  ,  xe  [0 ,1) ,  
4>{x) 
0, otherwise. 
l ,  xe  [0 ,1 /2) ,  
1>(x) = < -1, x € [1/2,1). 
0, otherwise. 
Other compactly supported wavelets and their properties are given in Vidakovic (1999) and 
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Daubechies (1992), among others. Haar wavelets are going to be used to construct our 
proposed test statistic WAN-
For later use, the Fourier transformations and inverse Fourier transformations for sev­























* j k (h )  =  (27T)"1/2 / ^jk(oj)e- ^ h dw,  
J — C -OO 
OO 
= (2n) -" 2  Y,  ^ COe" ,  
h—~oo 
OO 
= (27T)-"2 Y, 
h=—oo 
= (2n) l % t (2*h)  =  |  f \  
i f j k (h )  =  (27r)1/2^fc(27Th)  = ( e-^hk/2^ 1  
Because a periodic wavelet basis {$ j k ( - ) ,  ^ jk ( - ) }  is used, the normalized spectral 
density function has the following wavelet expansion: 
OO 2J —1 
f x (w)  =  /3oo$oo(w) + EE a j k $ j k (w) ,  w  € [—7r,7r], 
j=0  k—0 
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where {300 = fx(w)$oo(w)dw and a j k  = f x (w)^> j k (w)dw for all j  >  0 and 
-oo < k < oo. Note that the wavelet coefficients are periodic with period 2J, that is, 
aj,k — &j,2n+k for all j, k and integers I. This explains why the summation over k is from 
0 to 2j - 1. 
Since X)m=-oo ^oo{w + m) = 1 for all w, we have $oo(w) = (27r)-1/2 for all w G 
[-7r, 7r]. Thus we have /300 = (2-k)~1/2. Therefore the normalized spectral density function 
can be written as: 
Under the null hypothesis H 0 ,  f x {w)  =:  f xo{w)  =  (27r) 1,  w  G [—7r, 7r]. Thus, we have 
for all j > 0, k = 0,1,..., 2J - 1. Hence, the original hypotheses in our testing problem 
can be expressed using the wavelet coefficients ajk, j, k € Z: 
00 2J -1 
f x (w)  =  (27r) 1 + EE a j k^ f j k ( w ) i  W € [ 7T, 7r]. 
j=0 fc=0 
/
7I" J pTT 
f x (w )Vjk(w)dw =  — J  t y j k (w)d  
Ho • otjk — 0, for all j and k, 
Hi  : ajk 7^ 0, for at least one couple ( j ,  k ) .  
Since 
/  f x (w)V j k (w)dw 
J —It 
/
7T -1 00 
-- E t aCi je  'ijki•«')<!«< 
£  Px(h) i l k (h )  
OO 
^2  Px(h )4 >jk(27rh) ,  
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where $,•*(•) and tpjk(-) are the Fourier transformations of and tpjk{-)- A natural 
consistent estimator for a3k is given by: 
n—1 n—1 
" j f c  =  ^ 2  P x ( h ) ^ j k { 2 T T h )  =  Y , P x ( h )  
h=—(n—l)  /i=l 
in which the second equality can be derived by using the property ^(0) = 0, for all 
j  = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  J  and k  =  0,1,..., - 1, where J  satisfies 2 J + 1  =  n and R x i h )  =  
n~l £Th*|+i(* - " X), px(h) = Rx(h)/Rx(0), X = n"1 X,. And a 
wavelet-based estimator for the spectral density fx can be expressed as: 
J 2'-l 
f x \ W ) = (27r)_1 + S W e [-7T, 7r]. 
3=0 k=0 
For the above wavelet coefficients ajk and empirical wavelet coefficients ajk, we have 
the following properties. 
i> jk{2nh)  +  tp j k ( -2Trh)  ,  
Theorem 1. If the time series X  —  { X t ,  t  G Z} is second-order stationary, the wavelet 
coefficients ajk corresponding to the Haar wavelet if) satisfy, for all j = 1,2,..., and 
kuk2 = 0,1, - • • ,2j  - 1, 
a0o = 0 and ajkl = - ajk2, if kx + k2 = 2j - 1. 
Similarly, the empirical wavelet coefficients ajk corresponding to the Haar wavelet ip sat­
isfy, for all j = 1,2,..., J and k\, k? = 0,1, • • • , 2J — 1, 
«oo = 0 and ajkl — -a j k 2 ,  i f  h  +  k 2  = 2 j  -  1. 
The result was stated in Duchesne, Li and Vandermeerschen (2010) without proof. 
This dissertation provides the proof in Chapter IV. From Theorem 1, at most half of the 
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empirical wavelet coefficients a jk ,  k  =  0,1,..., 
2 J _ 1  -1  are  needed  to  cons t ruc t  the  tes t  s ta t i s t i c ,  a t  each  reso lu t ion  leve l  j, j = 1,2J. 
When one uses wavelets such as Haar, Franklin and second-order spline wavelets, the first 
coefficient aQ0 could also be dropped since d00 = 0. See Lee and Hong (2001) and Duch­
esne, Li and Vandermeerschen (2010) for additional details. 
In order to derive the null limit distribution of the empirical wavelet coefficients, we 
suppose the following assumption. 
Assumption 1. The stochastic process X — {Xt, i € Z} is independent and identically 
distributed with E(Xt) = p, E(Xt — p)2 = a2 and E(Xt — p)A = /i4 < oc. A random 
sample {Xt}"=1 of size neZ+ is observed. 
Assumption 1 was also assumed in Lee and Hong (2001). It allows for non-Gaussian 
processes which are common for economic and financial time series. For the empirical 
wavelet coefficients, we have the following asymptotic distributions. The proof is given in 
Chapter IV. 
Theorem 2. Under Assumption 1, half of the empirical wavelet coefficients otjk converge 
toward normal distribution asymptotically. Furthermore, they are asymptotically uncorre­
cted. More precisely, under Assumption 1, we have, as n —» oo, 
(27r n) 1 / 2 a j k —>dN{  0, l), for all j = 1,2 ,  f c  =  0 ,1 , . . .  , 2 J _ 1  -  1,  
Cov{&j i f c i ,  aJ j f ca )  =  o(n _ 1 ) ,  for  a l l  j x  + j 2  or  k x  ^  k 2 l  
where j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  J, h = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  2^ - 1 ,  k2 = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  -  1.  
The next theorem states that any finite-dimensional subset of the empirical wavelet 
12 
coefficients ctjk converge jointly toward a multivariate normal distribution asymptotically. 
More precisely, let 
= (^10) &20, 0!21, 0:30, • • " , 0^33 > ®40 > ®41 > ' - - ,^47, * * ' ' ' ' > <*72J-1-l)T-
Then we have the following result: 
Theorem 3. Under Assumption 1, for any fixed J such that 1 < J < J, it follows, as 
n —>• oo: 
(27rn)1/2 & —>d M ^0, ll2J-i)X&-i)) ' 
where Inxn corresponds to the nx n identity matrix. 
Theorems 2 and 3 are related to a result stated in Duchesne, Li and Vandermeerschen 
(2010). A detailed prooof is provided in Chapter IV. 
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1.3 Fan's Adaptive Neyman Method 
Fan (1996) considered the following canonical high dimensional testing problem: Let 
X ~ Af(9, Inxn) be an n-dimensional normal random vector. Consider the classical loca­
tion testing problem: 
HQ : 9 — 0 versus Hi : 9 ^ 0. 
Given a general alternative H\ : 9 = 9Q ^ 0, we can use the Neyman-Pearson 
fundamental theorem to find the test statistic 9Q X. We reject H0 when 9Q X is too large. 
However we do not know the value of 90. So Fan used X to estimate 90, and constructed 
the test statistic ||X||2 = Xf. 
Given the significance level a, we first compute the critical value c based on the test 
statistic EILi xb 
i.e., the test statistic under H0, follows a chi-squre distribution with degrees 
of freedom n, which could be approximated by a normal distribution with mean n and 
variance 2n for large n. Hence we compute the critical value c as below: 
Under H0, 
n 
a = P (reject HQ\HQ) 
n n 
14 
Thus the critical value of the test statistic is c = n + y/2nZ\-a. And then we compute the 
power of the test under the alternative hypothesis. 
Under Hi ,  
± X f ^ N ^ ± X f ) y a r { ± X f )Y 
i.e., the test statistic under Hi, asymptotically follows a normal distribution 
with mean -^i^j ar,d variance V ar ^YA=I ,  which can be shown by the 
Lindeberg-Feller Theorem. Also one can easily derive that E^Yl^ i  =  n  +  | |# 0 | | 2  
and Var  ^  = 2n + 4||#0||2. Thus the power of the test is computed as follows: 
power = P (reject H 0 \H i )  
= p (Y,X?>c\ '£ x ?^M n +M 2 ,  2n  +  4 | |0„ | | 2 ) )  
i=1 i=  1 
p. YTi=\Xi ~n~ ll^oll2 ^  n  + V2nZi_ a -n  -  ||6> 0 1 1 2  
V/2n + 4||^0||2 y /2n  +  4\ \0  0 | | 2  
1 - $| 




1 + 2|lgoll2 





= 1 — (1 — a) 
= 
provided that p0||2 = o(y /n ) .  As one can see, the power of the test tends to a .  So Fan 
argued that testing on all the n dimensions is not a good idea. Neyman (1937) proposed 
testing on the first ra-dimensional sub-space, leading to the test statistic Xf. Based 
on the power consideration, Fan proposed an adaptive Neyman test statistic T\N which is 
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to maximize the power of the test. That means: 
max (l - | 
1 <m<n y V y /2m '  J 
noting that (2m) l / 2  (E™ i Xf - m) is an unbiased estimator of (2m) @li-
Therefore Fan's adaptive Neyman test statistic T*AN was constructed to be: 
- 771 
v 1=1 
Large values of the above test T\N result in rejection of the null hypothesis HQ : 6 = 0. 
Using results of Darlin and Erdos (1956), T*AN can be normalized as: 
T = a/2 log log(n) T*AN - [2 log log(n) + 0.5 log log log(n) — 0.5 log(47r)], 
which converges asymptotically to the following distribution under H0: 









1.4 The Construction of the Test Statistic WAN 
In section 1.1, we concluded that for a stochastic process X, the original hypotheses 
in our testing problem 
H 0  :  px (h ) = 0, for all h ,  h^O,  
Hi : Px(h)  / 0, for some h,  0, 
can be expressed using the wavelet coefficients ct jk ,  j ,  k  G Z: 
Ho • ocjk = 0, for all j and k, 
Hi  : ajk 7^ 0, for at least one couple ( j ,  k ) .  
To construct the new testing procedure, noting that a00 = 0 and &0o = 0, we consider 
the quadratic distance measure between the wavelet-based spectral density representation 
fx{u) and the null spectral density fxo(u) — (2ir)-1: 
Q(fx ,  fxo)  = [  { /xH -  fxo(^)} 2  dx 
J  —TV 
oo 2J-1 1 . 
2 J 





The last equality comes from the orthonormality property of the 27r-periodic wavelet basis 
{**(•),**(•)}• 
Based on a suitable Jn, a natural estimator of that quadratic distance relies on the 
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expression: 
Q(f { x"\ fxo)  = r{&"\w)  -  fxoW} 2 dw = £  E &%. 
J j = 1 fc=0 
From Theorems 2 and 3, it appears reasonable to propose the following test statistic 
Vn for our hypothesis testing problem: 
J 2J_1 —1 
Vn = 2nn ^ ^ &%-
j=1 fc=0 
Under the null hypothesis Ho, all the theoretical wavelet coefficients vanish, that is = 0. 
Since the empirical wavelet coefficients ci^'s are consistent estimators of the a^'s, the test 
statistic Vn is expected to reject the null hypothesis H0 when it is too large. From Theorem 
3, for any fixed J (1 < J < J), we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary. Under Assumption 1, for any fixed J such that 1 < J < J, we have, as n —>• oo, 
27rn]C a %-^dX 2 (2 J - 1 ) .  
j = 1 fc=0 
Intuitively, the test statistic Vn can be interpreted as a Cramer-Von Mises test statistic, 
which measures the integrated mean squared error between the wavelet estimator and 
the null spectral density fxo- However, based on discussions presented in Fan (1996), the 
test statistic Vn is not expected to be powerful, the reason being that it involves too many 
individual terms (a total of n/2—1 terms or n/2— 1 hypotheses). Thus, stochastic errors are 
accumulated, and therefore variations in the test statistic are too large. More precisely, Fan 
(1996) considered a canonical high dimensional testing problem. Let X ~ Af(6, Inxn) be 
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an n-dimensional normal random vector. Consider the classical location testing problem: 
HQ : 9 = 0 versus Hi : 9 ^ 0. 
Fan (1996) showed that the test statistic based on the norm of X, that is | |X| |2, is expected 
to reach very low power for the general alternative 9 = 90 ^ 0. The seminal work of 
Neyman (1937) proposed testing the first m-dimensional sub-space, leading to the test 
i 
statistic XXi Xf ,  which relies however on the choice of m.  Based on theoretical power 
consideration, Fan (1996) proposed an adaptive Neyman test statistic: 
When large values of the test statistic T\N are observed, the null hypothesis H0 is rejected. 
With theoretical power calculation and empirical simulation studies, Fan (1996) showed 
that the adaptive Neyman test statistic reaches higher power than the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
and Cramer-Von Mises test statistics. Using results from Darlin and Erdos (1956), it is pos­
sible to establish that the test statistic T\N converges asymptotically toward the following 
limit distribution: 
under the null hypothesis H 0  in the location testing problem. 
Although Fan (1996) considered hypothesis testing on an idealized statistical frame­
work, that is an n-dimensional multinormal distribution, the general idea behind that method­
ology can be used in other testing problems as well. From Theorems 2 and 3, it appears 
that our problem is asymptotically equivalent to his testing problem, in the sense that from 
max 
1 <m<n y/ 2m 
PH0(TAN < x) exP{- exp(—a:)}, as n  ->• oo, 
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Theorem 3, the random vector 
\Fhva (d10, &20, <*21, <*30, • • • , Q!33,Q!40,a41> • • • 1 ^47) • • • >Q!jo> OLjx, ... ,aj2j_1_l,.. ,)T • > "JO' "J 1) • 
plays the role of X in a certain asymptotic sense. This kind of asymptotic approximation 
or equivalence has been used in nonparametric regression (see Hardle et al., 1998, p.202 
and Donoho and Johnstone, 1998). Hence, it is reasonable to apply Fan's (1996) idea in 
our framework to motivate a new test statistic. For the sake of simpler exposition, let i such 
that i — 2J~1 + k, where 1 < j < J, 0 < k < 2j~l. Thus with that numbering system 
1 <i < N, where N = 2J_1 + 27-1 — 1 = 2J — 1 = n/2 — 1, using the relation 2J+l = n. 
Using that notation, we propose a new wavelet-based adaptive Neyman test for serial cor­
relation: 
Following Fan (1996), the test statistic can be normalized as follows: 
WAN = \/2 loglog(iV) W*AN - [21oglog(./V) + .51ogloglog(iV) - .51og(47r)]. 
Therefore, for the hypotheses: 
H 0  :  a jk  = 0, for all j  and k ,  
Hi : ocjk 7^ 0, for at least one couple (j, k) ,  
the null hypothesis is rejected if large values of WAN are observed. The approximate limit 
Denote 
9  —  ( 0 1 , 9 2 , ,  9 N)t — V2irn (&10, &20, &21, • • •, ®JO,&JI, • • •, 
max i<m<jv %j2m 
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distribution 
PH0(WAN < x) exp{-exp(-x)}, as n -> oo, 
can be used to determine the rejection region at a given significance level. For instance, at 
significance level a, the critical region is WAN > ca, where cQ = - log(- log(l - a)). 
However, the above approximation is not expected to be satisfying in finite samples and the 
rate of convergence of the test statistic WAN toward its asymptotic distribution is expected 
to be low. 
As an illustration, we generated independent and identically distributed normal ran­
dom variables with sample size n = 256 and performed N = 10,000 simulations. The 
distribution of the 10,000 simulated test statistics under the null hypothesis is presented 
using a kernel density estimate. We used the common kernel density estimator defined as 
N 
f h (x)  = AT1 h~ l K { ( Z i  -  x)/h} ,  
i=1 
where K is the Gaussian kernel function K(x)  = {2-k)~ 1 / 2  exp(—x 2 /2) ,  and h is the band­
width. We used the value h — 1.06 * sN * N~l^b as the bandwidth, where sN is the 
standard deviation of ZI, Z2,..., ZN (For more details on the choices of K and bandwidth 
h, see Chapter 5 of Fan and Yao, 2003). Taking the testing procedure WAN, we calculated 
ZL = WAN,I, Z2 = WAN,2, • • •, ^10,000 = WAN, 10,000 from the 10,000 simulations. The 
density estimator is presented in Figure 1 as dashed line. We also provided a simulated 
distribution for test statistic WAN with sample size n = 512 and N = 10,000 presented as 
dotted line. The solid line represents the theoretical limit distribution. From the estimated 
distributions of our test statistic WAN, one can see that the finite-sample distributions are 
not close to the theoretical limit distribution. When the sample size is n — 256, the 95-th 
quantile of the 10,000 WWs is Wo.os(256) = 3.70. When the sample size is n — 512, 
the 95-th quantile of the 10,000 WAN'S is 1^0.05(512) = 3.58. Note that these critical val­
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Figure 1: The estimated density for test statistic WAN under the null hypothesis for n=256 
(dashed line) and n=512 (dotted line) based on 10,000 simulations. The solid line repre­
sents the theoretical limit distribution. 
Since the random vector 6 = (6 i ,  62 , . . . ,  ON)7 asymptotically converges toward a 
multinomial distribution, but that the convergence of the test statistic WAN seems to be 
slow, we propose to use Monte Carlo methods to determine the rejection region given the 
finite sample size (n) under HQ. We elaborate more on the Monte Carlo methods in the 
next chapter. 
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1.5 Consistency of the Test Statistic WAN 
In this section, we study the consistency of the proposed test statistic WAN- Let 
k(J ,  k ,  I )  be the  four th  order  cumulant  of  the  jo int  d is t r ibut ion of  {X t ,  X t + j ,X t + k ,  X t + i } ,  
where j, k, I € Z. For fixed indices j, k and I, it is defined as follows: 
k( j ,  k ,  I )  =  E(X t X t + j X t + k X t + i )  ~  E(X t X t + j X t + k X t + l ) ,  
where {X t ,  t  € Z} represents a Gaussian stochastic process with the same mean and co-
variance function as {Xt, t € Z}. For more information on the properties of the cumulants, 
see, e.g., Hannan (1970) and Brillinger (1981). To study the behavior of the proposed test 
statistic WAN under the alternative hypothesis Hi, we impose in Assumption 2 the tempo­
ral dependence of {Xt,t e Z}. The temporal dependence of {Xt, t e Z} is supposed to 
satisfy Assumption 2. 
Assumption 2. It is assumed that {Xt, t e Z} is a fourth order stationary process with 
autocovariance function satisfying YJT=-OO R2(h) < 00 and such that the cumulants sat­
isfy the following summability assumption: Y^jL-oa YlkL-oo YlH-oo lK0"' 01 < °°>for 
all j, k,l € z. 
The following result shows that our test statistic WAN has an asymptotic power which 
tends to one at any fixed alternative which belongs to Assumption 2. More precisely, let 
fxo = (27t)_1 e H0 and fx € Hi be a spectral density function for time series {Xt) t £ Z} 
satisfying Assumption 2. A similar assumption has been supposed in Lee and Hong (2001). 
The following Theorem states the asymptotic power of the test statistic based on the critical 
region WAN > ca, where ca = - log(- log(l - a)). 
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Theorem 4. The proposed test statistic WAN has an asymptotic power at alternative fx € 
Hi at least given by the following formula: 
PHl(2TrQ(f{xn),fXo)> |V,l+17f'1 + 23^22Jn^2n-1 V/2loglog(n)] (l + o(l))j, 
for any 1 < Jn < J. In addition, let Jn be such that Jn —> oo with 22 J n /n  —>• 0. Then 
Q{fxn\ fx o) -> Q(f, fx o) > 0 in probability. 
From Theorem 4, the proposed test statistic has a power function which tends toward 
one, that is Ph^Wan > ca) —> 1, when the finest scale is supposed to satisfy Jn —> oo 




In the previous chapter we introduced the new test statistic WAN for serial correlation 
using Fan's (1996) adaptive Neyman approach. Here, we compare the test statistic WAN 
with several current test statistics, which are introduced in Section 2.1. More precisely, 
the finite sample performance of several test statistics in terms of their empirical levels and 
powers are investigated. In Section 2.2 which is about the level study, we examined the 
empirical frequencies of rejection of the null hypothesis when it is in fact true. In Section 
2.3 which is about the power study, we compute the empirical frequencies of rejection of 
the null hypothesis under several alternatives. The common a = 5% significance level has 
been adopted and two sample sizes n = 256 and 512 are considered. All computations 
were done using scripts written in R 2.15.0. which can be found in the Appendix. 
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2.1 Several Current Test Statistics 
2.1.1 Test Statistic Q m  
The classical Ljung-Box test statistic, denoted as Q m ,  is included in the experiments. 
Consider a time series {Xt}"=1 generated by a ARMA(p, q) model, written as 
d>(B)X t  = d(B)e t ,  
where <f>(B)  =  1 -  <foB -  <j ) 2 B 2  <j ) p B9(B)  =  1 - 9 X B -  9 2 B 2  9 q B \  
B"Xt = X,„k, e, ~ JV(0,1). 
After a model of this form has been fitted to the data, the residuals of the model, 
written as {e(}"=1, are examined. If the fit is appropriate, the residuals should be white 
noise. So the hypotheses of interest are: 
HQ : {e<}"=1 are white noise, 
Hi : {et}"=i are not white noise. 
Now consider their autocorrelations 
n n 
P(h) = ^2 $> h=l,2,-'- ,n- 1. 
t=h+l t=1 
Let p  =  (p(l), p(2 ) ,  •  •  •  ,  p (n  -  1)) be the vector form of the theoretical autocorrelations, 
where 
n n 
p( h )  = 5Z t t £ t -h /  h  =  l , 2 , - - -  , n - l .  
t=h+1 t=l 
According to the result of Anderson 1942; Anderson & Walker 1964, the limiting distribu­
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tion of p is a multivariate normal distribution with mean vector 0 and Var(p(h))  = n"~+2) 
and Cov(p(h) ,p(k ) )  =  0,  for  h  ^  k .  
Then the test statistic Qm was constructed to be: 
Q m  = n(n + 2 )^^! ,  
t l n ~ h  
where m, fixed with respect to n and satisfying 1 < m < n - 1, is called the lag order. 
Under the null hypothesis, the test statistic Qm converges in distribution to a chi-square 
distribution with degrees of freedom m—p—q. However in our experiments, we skipped the 
model fitting process and directly generate {p(h)}l=1 as white noise. Thus Qm converges 
in distribution to a chi-square with degrees of freedom m under the null hypothesis of no 
serial correlation. We considered three choices for m: m = 1,2 and 3 in the simulation 
studies. Low values of m are often recommended to detect low order dependence. 
2.1.2 Test Statistic Kn 
We also include the kernel-based test statistic of Hong (1996), denoted as Kn. This 
test statistic is based on the quadratic distance Q(fx,fxo) between the spectral density 
estimator 
n— 1 
fx (u)  = i  27T)_1 ^2 K(h/p n )px(h)cos(hu}) ,  we[-7r,7r], 
h=—n+1 
and the null spectral density f x o(w)  = (27r)_1. Then the kernel-based test statistic K n  is 
constructed to be the standardized version of Q(fx,fxo) as: 
K  _ n ElZj  K 2 (h /p n )p 2 x {h) - M n {n)  
where Mn(/c) = J2hZl(l-h/n)K2{h/Pn), K»(/c) = /i/n)(l— 
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K(-) represents a kernel function and pn denotes the smoothing parameter. According to 
Hong (1996), the choice of the kernel function has little impact on the size and power 
properties. For our Monte Carlo experiments, we choose the Daniell kernel defined as 
K(Z) = sm(nz)/(nz), z € (-00,00). However, the choice of pn may have significant 
effects on the size and power. As in Hong (1996), we retain the same rates for pn: (i) 
pn = [log(n)], (ii) pn = [3n0 2] and (iii) pn = [3n0 3], where [x] denotes the integer closest 
to the real number x. The rates deliver pn — 6,9 and 16 for n = 256; and 6, 10 and 19 for 
n = 512. Under the null hypothesis of no serial correlation, the test statistic Kn converges 
in distribution to a standard normal distribution. 
2.1.3 Test Statistic Wn 
We also include the wavelet-based test statistic of Lee and Hong (2001), denoted as 
WN. Its construction is based on the distance estimator ]C/=i Y^K=~O which is similar to 
the construction of our test statistic WAN- The test statistic WN is constructed by properly 
standardizing the distance estimator as: 
4(2J+i - 1) 
where 2J+1-1 and 4(2J+1 -1) are approximately the mean and variance of J2j=i Y%=o 
according to Lee and Hong (2001). J is the finest scale level which has significant impact 
on the performance of the test. We select J = 2,3 and 4 for n = 256 and n = 512 in 
the simulation study. The test statistic WN converges in distribution to a standard normal 
distribution under the null hypothesis for suitable choices of J. 
2.1.4 Test Statistic Tn 
Finally the test statistic using wavelet thresholding of Duchesne, Li and Vandermeer-
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schen (2010), denoted as Tn, is included in the simulation study. Its construction is also 
based on the distance estimator J2j=1 J2k=o _1 ®jk- The idea is to shrink the empirical 
wavelet coefficients to 0 which are large enough such that | \Z2imctjk \ > $n, where 6n is a 
thresholding parameter. This leads to the test statistic: 
^  27mZj=i  El lo ' 1  a%I{\y /2rna j k \  > S n }  -  /in 
^•n — 5 On 
where/xn = (27r)-1/2a;1<5ri(l+5-2), a\ = (27r)-1/2a;1^(l+3<5-2), Sn - (21og((n/2)a„)}1/2, 
and an = c{ log(n/2)} for some positive constants c and d. Two combinations for (c, d) 
are included in the simulation study: (c, d) — (1,2) and (c, d) = (1,5/2) following the 
choices of Duchesne, Li and Vandermeerschen (2010). The test statistic Tn converges in 
distribution to a standard normal distribution under the null hypothesis. 
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2.2 Level Study 
As discussed in Chapter 1, the theoretical limit distribution for the test statistic WAN 
is not a satisfactory approximation for finite sample sizes. Given the modern computing 
resources, we propose to use Monte Carlo methods to find the critical values and the rejec­
tion regions for a given finite sample size n under H0. Monte Carlo methods can also be 
used to calculate the empirical powers of the test statistics under a given alternative Hi. 
We compute the empirical levels using the asymptotic critical values (denoted as ACV 
in the Tables) and the empirical critical values (denoted as ECV in the Tables). We illustrate 
the steps for Monte Carlo computation of the empirical levels using the asymptotic critical 
values as follows: 
1. For a specific test statistic, find the ACV which is the 95-th quantile of the limiting 
distribution of the test statistic under the null hypothesis. 
2. Generate a random sample {X4}"=1 under the null hypothesis, where n denotes the 
sample size and Xt ~ Af(0,1). 
3. Compute the test statistic under the null hypothesis based on the random sample 
TO£„i generated in step 2. 
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for N — 10,000 times to derive 10,000 test statistics under the 
null hypothesis. 
5. Compute the level which is the percentage of the 10,000 test statistics that are larger 
than the ACV. 
To compute the number of rejections using the empirical critical values, the steps 
are largely similar. For example, for the test statistic WAN* the only difference is that we 
used the empirical critical values H/0.05(256) = 3.70 and W0.05(512) = 3.58 instead of the 
asymptotic critical values to compute the levels in step 5. 
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Table 1: Level study. 
a = 5% 
Qm K n  W n  T n 
W A N  
m — 1 m = 2 m = 3 [log(n)] [3n°->] [3n°-3] J =  2 II CO J =  4 (1,2) ( l . f )  
n =  ACV 0.051 0.048 0.047 0.071 0.069 0.068 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.167 0.141 0.073 
256 ECV 0.048 0.052 0.054 0.051 0.053 0.052 0.051 0.052 0.054 0.046 0.047 0.043 
n = ACV 0.048 0.048 0.050 0.073 0.072 0.070 0.047 0.050 0.047 0.217 0.175 0.071 
512 ECV 0.049 0.048 0.050 0.048 0.050 0.049 0.050 0.053 0.053 0.047 0.048 0.049 
Table 1 reports the results of the level study at significance level a = 5%. Based 
on the results presented in Table 1, the new test statistic WAN displays reasonable levels 
using the empirical critical values. Using the theoretical limit distribution, WAN exhibited 
some over-rejection. This finding is not surprising given the discussion in Chapter 1, and 
is in agreement with the results reported in Fan (1996), stating that the theoretical limit 
distribution for the test statistic WAN is not a good approximation for finite samples, and 
that the convergence rate of WAN toward its theoretical limit distribution is relatively slow. 
The test statistic TN displayed large over-rejection for both Tn( 1,2) and TN( 1,5/2) using 
the asymptotic critical values, but when using the empirical critical values, the levels are 
reasonable for both sample sizes. These conclusions are similar to those reported in Duch­
esne, Li and Vandermeerschen (2010). Note that only two methods are fully automatic: 
the wavelet-based test TN using thresholding and the new test statistic WAN using Fan's 
approach. If one decides to use asymptotic critical values and a fully automatic procedure, 
it appears preferable to use the new test statistic WAN- The test statistic WN exhibits a 
little under-rejection at levels when using the asymptotic critical values, and a little over-
rejection at levels when using the empirical critical values for choices J — 3 and J = 4 for 
both sample sizes. The kernel-based test exhibits relatively small over-rejection at levels 
when using the asymptotic critical values, but satisfactory levels when using the empirical 
critical values. These findings are in line with previous results about the kernel-based test. 
The test statistic QM has reasonable levels when using both the asymptotic critical values 
and the empirical critical values for both sample sizes. It appears that the choice of m does 
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not have observable impact on the levels. This is explained by the fact that a white noise 
process represents spatially homogeneous features. Consequently, including one, or two, 
or three autocorrelation terms should not have observable impact on the performance of the 
test statistic. 
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2.3 Power Study 
Tables 2 and 3 report the results of the power study. As in the level study, empirical 
powers have been calculated using both the asymptotic critical values and the empirical 
critical values. The use of empirical critical values allows us to be able to compare the 
powers of all the test statistics on an equal basis. Seven models are included in the power 
analysis with several choices of the model constants (which are specified in the tables): 
Model 1: AR(1) : (1 - <f>B)X t  = a t ,  
Model 2: AR(4) : (1 - <f>B 4 )X t  = a u  
Model 3: ARMA(1,0) x (1,0)12 : (1 - (p iB 1 2 ){ l  -  4> 2 B)X t  = a t ,  
Model 4: ARMA(0,1) x (1,0)i2 : (1 - <pB 1 2 )X t  = (1 + 6B)a u  
Model 5: ARMA(0,0) x (1,0)i2 : (1 - <j>Bn)Xt = at, 
Model 6: ARMA(0,0) x (2,0)I2 : (1 - <f>iBu - <p2B24)Xt = au 
Model  7 :  ARMA(0,0)  x  (1 ,1) 1 2  :  (1  -  <f)B l 2 )X t  = (1  + 9B 1 2 )a t ,  
where B s X t  = X t - S ,  s  > 1, and {a t , t  € Z} corresponds to a Gaussian white noise. All 
the alternatives have been chosen based on the general shape of the theoretical spectral den­
sity function. Under Model 1, an AR(1) alternative is considered, and there is no peaks or 
spikes in the spectral density; that alternative shows spatially homogeneous features. For 
all the other alternatives, the spectral densities exhibit spatially inhomogeneous features. 
These models are motivated by seasonal time series models, which are quite common in 
real applications. Model 2 is a pure autoregressive seasonal time series model, which could 
be used for modelling quarterly data. Similarly, Models 5 and 6 are pure autoregressive 
seasonal time series model, which could be used for modelling montly data. Models 3 and 
4 are seasonal ARIMA time series models, which include a pure seasonal factor and an 
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additional factor to describe local characteristics. Finally, Model 7 include seasonal au-
toregressive and moving-average factors. The features of the theoretical spectral density 
functions of the seven models can be seen clearly from their spectral density plots below: 
Frequency 
Figure 2: The spectral density plot of model AR(l) : (1 — 0.2 B)X t  = a t  
Figure 2 shows that the spectral density function of model AR(1) : (1 — 0.2B)X t  = a t  
offers no peaks or spikes which represents spatially regular features. 
Frequtncy 
Figure 3: The spectral density plot of model AR(A) : (1 — 0.3B 4 )X t  = a t  
Figure 3 shows that the spectral density function of model AR(4) : (1-0.3B4) Xt = at 
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Figure 4: The spectral density plots of seasonal model group I: plot on the left is the spectral 
density plot ofARMA(\, 0) x (1,0)i2 : (1 - 0.3B12)(1 - 0.2 B)Xt = at; plot on the right 
is  the  spectral  densi ty  p lot  o fARMA(0,1)  x  (1 ,0) i 2 :  (1  -  0.3B l 2 )X t  = (1 +  0.2B)a t .  
Figure 4 shows that the spectral density functions of seasonal model group I offer 
large alternations at low frequencies. 
Fftqutncy 
Figure 5: The spectral density plots of seasonal model group II: plot on the left is the 
spectral density plot ofARMA{0,0) x (1,0)i2 : (1 - 0.4Bl2)Xt = at; plot in the middle 
is  the  spectral  densi ty  p lot  o f  ARMA(0,0)  x (2 ,0) i2  :  (1  — 0 .25 1 2  — O. l f i 2 4 )^  =  a t ;  
p lot  on  the  r ight  i s  the  spectral  densi ty  p lot  o f  ARMA(0,0)  x  (1 ,1) 1 2  :  (1  — 0 .2B 1 2 )X t  = 
(1 + 0.1B12)at. 
Figure 5 shows that the spectral density functions of seasonal model group II offer 
strong alternations overall. 
To compute the empirical powers based on the asymptotic (empirical) critical values, 
the following steps have been implemented: 
1. Generate a random sample {X t }^ = l  under an alternative hypothesis, n being the sam­
ple size. 
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2. Compute the test statistic based on the random sample {Xt}?=l generated in step 1. 
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for JV = 4000 times to derive 4000 test statistics. 
4. Compute the empirical power which is the percentage of the 4000 test statistics that 
are larger than the asymptotic (empirical) critical values. 
Except for the test statistic TN, the empirical powers calculated using the asymptotic 
critical values and the empirical critical values are reasonably close. That conclusion was 
excepted, since the empirical levels of TN were not satisfying using the asymptotic critical 
values. Now we concentrate the discussion on the empirical powers using the empirical 
critical values. 
Under Model 1, the spectral densities of the AR(1) processes offer spatially regular 
features and its spectral density offers no peaks or spikes. As expected, the test statistics 
QM and KN are powerful in this particular situation; these two test statistics reach high 
power when the spectral density is relatively smooth. However, the choice of the smoothing 
parameter needs to be selected carefully, since the power decreases with pn for Kn, and the 
power decreases with J in the case of the wavelet-based test WN. Specifically, for WN, 
the highest power is reached at J = 2 and the lowest power is reached at J = 4. Using 
wavelet thresholding was inefficient under that alternative and the test statistics TN were 
inferior under both choices (c, d) — (1,2) and (c, d) = (1, §). This empirical finding is in 
agreement with the fact that TN should exhibit high power in detecting sharp peaks and high 
frequency alternations; under the AR(1) alternative, the spectral density was very smooth. 
Interestingly, the adaptive test WAN displayed high power. Without any subjective choice 
of the smoothing parameter or the finest scale, the empirical powers of WAN were very 
similar to those of KN with best pn, or WN with best J. 
Under Model 2, seasonal AR(4) processes are simulated, and the spectral densities 
under these alternatives offer moderate alternations. The test statistic QM offers the lowest 
power among all the tests, which shows the inability to capture the important characteristic 
of the spectral density of AR(4). This is due to a too low value of the lag order m. Larger 
values of m are necessary to obtain larger power for this test statistic but the choice of m 
remains subjective. The test statistics WN and KN achieve the highest empirical powers 
under this alternative. For Kn, the choice pn — [3n0 3] is optimal. For WN, the finest scale 
J = 3 represents the optimal choice. The new test WAN achieves very comparable power 
to the other spectral-based test statistics. Compared to the test TN based on thresholding, 
the test statistic WAN is much more powerful. Comparing the results presented in Tables 2 
and 3, the empirical powers of WAN improves substantially when the sample size increases 
from n = 256 to n = 512. 
Under Models 3 and 4, stochastic processes ARMA(1,0) x (1,0)i2 and 
ARMA(0,1) x (1,0)12 were simulated. For these alternatives, the spectral densities offer 
large alternations at low frequencies. Under these situations, the new adaptive test statistic 
WAN delivers interesting power properties. When the sample size n — 256, the test WAN 
offers better power than the test statistics TN and KN, and it offers comparable power to 
the highest powers of QM and WN. For QM, the choice M = 1 is optimal. For WN, the 
choice J = 4 is optimal. For the test statistic Tn, the choice (c, d) = (1,5/2) achieves 
better power than the choice (c, d) = (1,2). This is in agreement with theoretical results 
of Fan (1996): a smaller choice of an would improve the normal approximation of the 
test statistic, but more noise would pass in the thresholding process. When sample size 
increases to n = 512, WAN achieves the best power among all the tests except WN at 
choice J — 4. However the two highest powers are very similar. 
Under Models 5,6 and 7, stochastic processes ARMA(0,0) x (1,0)i2, 
ARMA(0,0) x (2,0)i2, and ARMA(0,0) x (1, l)i2 were simulated. Under these alternatives 
the spectral densities offer strong alternations. When the sample size n = 256, the test 
statistics QM and KN offer the lowest empirical powers. The adaptive test statistic WAN 
achieves very comparable power to Tn at both choices (c, d) = (1,2) and (c, d) = (1,5/2). 
WAN also achieves comparable power to WN with best finest scale J — 4, and higher power 
than WN at choices J = 2 and J = 3. When the sample size n = 512, the test statistic 
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WAN exhibit high power, very comparable to the one of WN with finest scale J = 4. 
Overall, without any choice of the smoothing parameters or finest scales, the pro­
posed test statistic WAN offers very interesting power. Compared to the test statistic TN 
of Duchesne, Li and Vandermeerschen (2010), the proposed test statistic WAN seems to 
display better power properties than wavelet thresholding TN: from our simulation experi­
ments, Fan's adaptive approach delivers high power for a larger class of alternatives. From 
their experiments and those presented in this empirical study, wavelet thresholding TN was 
not powerful if the spectral density did not offer bumps or alternations. From the simula­
tion experiments presented in this dissertation, the adaptive test statistic WAN was usually 
among the most powerful test statistics, without any need to select a smoothing parameter 
or a finest scale. 
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Table 2: Power study for sample size n = 256. 
n = 256 Qm Kn wn Tn wAN m = 1 m = 2 m = 3 [log(n)J [3nu-a] [3nu-3] J = 2 V, II CO J = 4 Sn( 1,2) MM) 
model 1 
(0.2) 
ACV 0.897 0.829 0.770 0.841 0.807 0.722 0.720 0.602 0.442 0.536 0.468 0.779 
ECV 0.900 0.831 0.785 0.821 0.766 0.678 0.739 0.627 0.501 0.295 0.284 0.733 
model 1 
(0.1) 
ACV 0.370 0.278 0.232 0.331 0.290 0.235 0.202 0.145 0.108 0.255 0.211 0.264 
ECV 0.363 0.282 0.253 0.278 0.241 0.188 0.213 0.160 0.124 0.090 0.092 0.222 
model 2 
(0.3) 
ACV 0.076 0.135 0.141 0.677 0.952 0.972 0.073 0.891 0.845 0.846 0.820 0.847 
ECV 0.069 0.139 0.140 0.591 0.923 0.952 0.080 0.901 0.865 0.640 0.638 0.786 
model 2 
(0.2) 
ACV 0.059 0.094 0.088 0.309 0.602 0.671 0.059 0.490 0.409 0.504 0.459 0.425 
ECV 0.054 0.096 0.099 0.236 0.518 0.598 0.063 0.513 0.449 0.287 0.277 0.343 
model 3 
(0.3,0.2) 
ACV 0.873 0.813 0.779 0.835 0.849 0.839 0.695 0.703 0.871 0.902 0.895 0.908 
ECV 0.874 0.817 0.774 0.802 0.810 0.795 0.711 0.720 0.889 0.765 0.779 0.872 
model 3 
(0.2,0.1) 
ACV 0.365 0.296 0.265 0.327 0.336 0.328 0.204 0.232 0.362 0.529 0.499 0.426 
ECV 0.364 0.297 0.261 0.277 0.283 0.277 0.218 0.249 0.404 0.297 0.327 0.351 
model 4 
(0.3,0.2) 
ACV 0.864 0.794 0.757 0.825 0.838 0.820 0.677 0.677 0.867 0.890 0.888 0.897 
ECV 0.860 0.790 0.747 0.793 0.805 0.790 0.690 0.698 0.886 0.735 0.767 0.857 
model 4 
(0.2,0.1) 
ACV 0.367 0.288 0.260 0.339 0.343 0.334 0.204 0.236 0.367 0.533 0.500 0.396 
ECV 0.354 0.287 0.251 0.271 0.273 0.269 0.214 0.252 0.406 0.291 0.311 0.346 
model 5 
(0.4) 
ACV 0.091 0.113 0.115 0.162 0.333 0.524 0.116 0.349 0.926 0.962 0.966 0.899 
ECV 0.097 0.100 0.117 0.125 0.265 0.450 0.126 0.368 0.943 0.875 0.900 0.859 
model 5 
(0.3) 
ACV 0.078 0.074 0.084 0.115 0.200 0.300 0.065 0.185 0.601 0.773 0.762 0.574 
ECV 0.080 0.080 0.085 0.086 0.145 0.230 0.070 0.201 0.641 0.571 0.592 0.487 
model 6 
(0.3,0.2) 
ACV 0.101 0.135 0.158 0.201 0.390 0.601 0.139 0.352 0.882 0.979 0.976 0.923 
ECV 0.118 0.134 0.162 0.167 0.340 0.545 0.148 0.375 0.898 0.936 0.943 0.890 
model 6 
(0.2,0.1) 
ACV 0.067 0.075 0.078 0.108 0.154 0.231 0.067 0.128 0.364 0.613 0.585 0.370 
ECV 0.063 0.070 0.072 0.074 0.106 0.165 0.072 0.137 0.402 0.402 0.417 0.299 
model 7 
(0.3,0.2) 
ACV 0.100 0.109 0.130 0.190 0.446 0.654 0.129 0.442 0.986 0.989 0.993 0.977 
ECV 0.104 0.124 0.133 0.158 0.347 0.576 0.138 0.459 0.990 0.956 0.970 0.962 
model 7 
(0.2,0.1) 
ACV 0.066 0.072 0.076 0.109 0.172 0.254 0.073 0.191 0.589 0.732 0.727 0.530 
ECV 0.067 0.079 0.084 0.085 0.144 0.228 0.086 0.206 0.626 0.505 0.533 0.453 
Table 3: Power study for sample size n — 512. 
n = 512 Qm Kn Tn WAN TO = 1 m = 2 m — 3 [log(n)] [3nu*] [3nu-3] J = 2 C
O II •-
S J = 4 6n( 1,2) *n(M) 
model 1 
(0.2) 
ACV 0.994 0.987 0.978 0.992 0.985 0.960 0.967 0.927 0.829 0.781 0.711 0.974 
ECV 0.997 0.990 0.978 0.987 0.973 0.944 0.970 0.932 0.842 0.461 0.440 0.969 
model 1 
(0.1) 
ACV 0.610 0.511 0.453 0.582 0.502 0.403 0.407 0.300 0.204 0.360 0.305 0.476 
ECV 0.627 0.504 0.437 0.518 0.437 0.345 0.417 0.316 0.220 0.113 0.116 0.433 
model 2 
(0.3) 
ACV 0.077 0.135 0.139 0.986 1.000 1.000 0.082 1.000 0.998 0.984 0.974 0.998 
ECV 0.071 0.141 0.144 0.959 1.000 1.000 0.086 1.000 0.998 0.890 0.903 0.996 
model 2 
(0.2) 
ACV 0.062 0.102 0.104 0.587 0.932 0.941 0.058 0.862 0.810 0.727 0.687 0.790 
ECV 0.060 0.094 0.098 0.494 0.901 0.915 0.064 0.870 0.822 0.419 0.438 0.731 
model 3 
(0.3,0.2) 
ACV 0.990 0.981 0.973 0.988 0.989 0.999 0.959 0.962 0.999 0.997 0.995 1.000 
ECV 0.988 0.980 0.974 0.984 0.982 0.998 0.961 0.966 0.999 0.957 0.969 1.000 
model 3 
(0.2,0.1) 
ACV 0.613 0.513 0.469 0.575 0.566 0.719 0.417 0.450 0.753 0.788 0.761 0.752 
ECV 0.617 0.514 0.471 0.531 0.508 0.651 0.429 0.460 0.770 0.470 0.519 0.694 
model 4 
(0.3,0.2) 
ACV 0.988 0.981 0.965 0.984 0.984 0.999 0.950 0.954 0.999 0.992 0.991 1.000 
ECV 0.989 0.980 0.967 0.981 0.982 0.998 0.952 0.959 0.999 0.948 0.968 0.998 
model 4 
(0.2,0.1) 
ACV 0.602 0.520 0.455 0.559 0.549 0.711 0.412 0.439 0.742 0.768 0.752 0.765 
ECV 0.610 0.510 0.459 0.502 0.485 0.637 0.421 0.456 0.755 0.476 0.503 0.707 
model 5 
(0.4) 
ACV 0.096 0.112 0.128 0.170 0.412 0.999 0.118 0.553 1.000 0.999 1.000 1.000 
ECV 0.092 0.112 0.131 0.130 0.334 0.996 0.123 0.566 1.000 0.993 0.996 1.000 
model 5 
(0.3) 
ACV 0.068 0.084 0.087 0.115 0.223 0.848 0.085 0.337 0.954 0.959 0.958 0.947 
ECV 0.074 0.084 0.088 0.090 0.169 0.781 0.088 0.352 0.960 0.816 0.861 0.922 
model 6 
(0.3,0.2) 
ACV 0.115 0.140 0.154 0.220 0.536 0.993 0.154 0.516 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000 
ECV 0.117 0.139 0.161 0.168 0.439 0.982 0.162 0.527 0.999 0.998 0.999 0.999 
model 6 
(0.2,0.1) 
ACV 0.065 0.083 0.074 0.109 0.174 0.531 0.073 0.189 0.721 0.869 0.858 0.739 
ECV 0.066 0.072 0.076 0.077 0.132 0.449 0.077 0.200 0.737 0.642 0.674 0.678 
model 7 
(0.3,0.2) 
ACV 0.101 0.126 0.138 0.193 0.508 1.000 0.122 0.682 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
ECV 0.110 0.121 0.141 0.152 0.406 1.000 0.129 0.694 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
model 7 
(0.2,0.1) 
ACV 0.069 0.078 0.080 0.114 0.204 0.825 0.073 0.305 0.936 0.942 0.944 0.930 
ECV 0.067 0.079 0.084 0.078 0.153 0.749 0.079 0.319 0.943 0.768 0.822 0.898 
CHAPTER III 
CONCLUSION 
In this dissertation, we developed a wavelet-based adaptive test statistic WAN for serial 
correlation of unknown form. The construction of the test was based on the properties of the 
empirical wavelet coefficients and asymptotic equivalence between our testing problem and 
Fan's (1996) canonical high dimensional testing problem. We first derived the asymptotic 
multivariate normal distribution of any finite-dimensional subset of the empirical wavelet 
coefficients under the null hypothesis of no serial correlation, then we showed that they are 
also asymptotically uncorrelated. 
A serious advantage of our proposed test is that it avoids the need to select any smooth­
ing parameters. Thus the test is completely data-diven or adaptive. Our simulation studies 
reveal that the proposed methodology offers very competitive empirical power compared 
to other test statistics when the true spectral densities have significant spatial inhomogene-
ity, such as peaks, bumps and alternations (due, for example, to seasonality). Therefore 
it is hoped that the proposed test statistic WAN will represent a useful complement to the 
current test statistics for serial correlation. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PROOF OF THEOREMS 
3.1 Proof of Theorem 1 
Here we only provide a proof for the empirical wavelet coefficients. The proof for the 
theoretical wavelet coefficients is largely similar. Since we use the Haar wavelet tp, it is 
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From the definition of a j k ,  using px(h)  = px{—h) and^fc(27r/i) = e'12^23 2~^2^(2nh/2j), 
and through straightforward but tedious algebra, we have 
n—1 
Ojfc  =  X]  Px{h) ipjk{2Trh)  
h=—n+1 
^ i sin2 (2^) 
- £ 2rt/2i 
h=-n+l V 4 
n_1 cin2 (2lh.\ 
= 2~i / 2  •  —— • y + 2  y  p x ( / i )  e~ i 2 n k h / 2 j  e~ i 2 * h / 2 j + 1  .  WOTT ' ^ 97rn 
«- l  •  2  (  2wh\  
_ 2J/2+2 . _J_ e-i27rfc(fc+l/2)/2^ . sm 1#+' / 
kir+1 2*/i 
i  n ~ 1  oir i 2  f  2 7 r f e  ' l  
= 2^2+2 • ~ . 2i r&(/i) • Im(<ri2"'1<t+W) • 
\/27r ^ 2TT/I 
= - gy y>w r - sin ffrX*+V2)) ]. si°2 (f) 
^ L V 2J ; J 2irh 
„ y>(ft,. 5in(2^+'/2>). ^ 1). 
\/2* ^ \ V ) 2ixh 
From the above equation, it is easy to see that «0o = 0. 
We also have = —«jfc2 as long as kx + k2 = 2J — 1, which can be proved as below: 
2>/2+3 ^ /27r/i(fc2 + 1/2) \ sin2 {2i:h/2^'1) 
«*> -  ^  2 > w  •»»(—25—J  — —  
h^l 
n—1 
2^/2+3^4 / 2t(h(2? — 1 — fci + l/2)\ sin2(27rV2:,'+2) 
W £>( >'Sln { V J • - 2irh 
2^/2+3 , /2ixh(2P — (&! + 1/2)) \ sin2(27r/i/2i+2) 
—7=- > pxl^j • sin — 1-—-
V V ) 2*h 
£>(*) • sin (arfc - 2*k(kl + 1/2)/*) • ^  
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Hence 
2j/2+3 "4 a  sin2  (27I7&/2-7 '"1"2) 
ajfc2 = ~^=- ' ( " sm(27r/#i + l/2)/2-7)) 
= — 
Thus we proved Theorem 1. 
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3.2 Proof of Theorem 2 
To illustrate the proof of Theorem 2, we introduce a lemma first. 
Lemma. Let be the Fourier transformation of Haar wavelet ip, then for all 1 < j\ < 
J\ 1 < J2 < J and 0 < k\ < 2J1"1, 0 < k2 < 2J2~\ we have 
OO 
Yi ^hki(^h)ip j2k2(-27rh) = {2^)~ l5 juh5kuk2, 
h=—oo 
(X) 
Tp j l k l (2-Kh)4> j 2 k 2 (27ch)  = 0, 
h=—oo 
where 8j fk  = 1 if j = k and Sj tk  = 0 if j ^ k. 
Proof of Lemma: 
First we have 
1 /*ir I f* / 1 00 \ / 1 00 \ 
- / * j lk l(w)*hka(w)dv, = -l {-= £ 
n 7T V ^__00 V l= — 00 
= 75^5 f" ££*M.W*W<)e" ( , '+ ' )  
W J 7T ,  
/*7T 00 
= ?9^2 / W J-« h=-oo 
1 OO 
= 2; E «wo*w-'0 
h~—oo 
1 °° 
= 2tt S V^7r^ifci(27r/i) • \/2k$ j2ka{-2nh) 
h——oo 
oo 




J2 ^1fe1(27r/i)^2fe2(-27r/i) = (27T)-1 
h=—oo 
From the orthogonality of wavelet basis tyjk, we obtain the first equality. For the second 
equality, we first consider the particular case ji = j2 = j and k\ = ki = k. Similarly to 
the proof of the first equality, we have 
1 fn 1 /"* / 1 00 \/1°° \ 
h=—oo 1——OC 
= (2^ £ e e ^<'"') *°> 
= (2^/' e *Ah)*»(.h)dw 
- OO 
= 2? e 
h=—oo 
1 °° 





So we have the relations: 
OO rtTT 
^ ip j k (2Trh) ip j k (2 irh)  =  (27r)_1 / V j k (w)V j k ( -w)dw.  
h=—oo —  ^ 
Recall the identity ^(w) = (27r m), which can be derived 
from the periodization technique. Since we advocate using the Haar wavelet tp ( - )  in this 
dissertation, which is compactly supported over [0, 1], it is not hard to see that, when 
0 < k < 2j~1, we have i>jk(w/(2ir) + m) = 0 for all j > 1 and any m / 0. We also note, 





hand side of the above equation equals to 
•1/2 
/
7T m ^ f*-!* 
ip j k (w/{2TT) )  ^  ^jk(-w/(2Tr)  +  n)dw^{2Tr)~ 1  /  V j k {u)  ip j k ( -u  +  n)d  
w n=—oo J— 1/2 n=—oo 
„1 oo 
= (27r)_1 / ^jfc(u) ip jk( -u  +  n)du,  
«/o _ 
which can be derived by simply replacing w/(2n)  by u.  Using the compact support prop­
erty for ip(-) on [0, 1] again and 0 < k < 2j~1, one could show that, when u e [0,1], 
ipjk(u) CL-oo y;jk(—u + n) = 0. Thus, we proved the special case. For the general case, 
note that 
oo 
]T  ^• 1 fc 1 (27T/ i )^ 2 f c 2 (27r / i )  =  (27T)" 1  /  V j l k l (w)V j 3 h 2 ( -w)dw.  
h=—oo 
Again, when 0 < k\ < 2J1~\ we have 
00 
= (2tt)-1/2 i> j l k l (w/ (2Tr)  +  m)  =  (2Tr)~ 1 / 2 ip j l k l (w/ (2n)) ,  
171——00 
when w G [—7r, 7r]. Using the compact support property of ijj on [0, 1] and 0 < k2 < 2J2~\ 
we can show that the above integrand in the right hand side is zero for all j\, j2 > 1, when 
we [—7r, 7r]. Thus we proved the Lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 2: 
In what follows we use C to denote any generic positive finite constant. To simplify the 
presentation of the proof, without loss of generality, we assume that E(Xt) = /J,X = 0. 
Since Rx(0) - o\ = Op(n-1/2), we may assume that the variance of the random 
variable Xt is known (note that the limit distribution of ajk is the same as that with fix and 
o\ replaced with their estimators; In practice, one simply replaces a\ with its estimator 
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Rx(0) and px with X n . )  Thus, in the following proof, we only need to consider 
n 
px(h)  =  a x 2  R x (h)  =  n 1  a x 2  x t x t - \h\ -
First notice that 
„0 o -i ^•fc(0) = e° 2-4^(0) 
1 1 f°° 
2~t.— / ip{x)e~ iwQdx 
27r J—oo 00 
1 f°° 
2-* • -7= / il>{x) dx 
v z7T J—oo 
= 0. 
Replacing px(h) in a jk, and exchanging the order of summations, we have the relations: 
71—1 
a jk  = ^ Px(h)ipjk{2nh) 
h=—(n—l) 
n—1 n 
= ^2 ^2 xtx t-\h\)^jk{^h) 
h=—(n—1) t=|/i|+l 
—1 n n—l n 
XtXt+h ^ fc(27r/i) + n 
1 
ax
2 ee X tX t.hj> jk(2nh) 
h=—(n—1) i=—/i+l ft=l t=/i-t-l 
7 1 — 1  7 1  t — 1  
= »-'^e e X t X t + h  TpjkCZnh) +  n 1 a x  ee X t X t ~h i?jk(2nh)  
t=2 /j=-t+l t=2 /i=l 
n i—1 7i t—1 
ee X t X t -h  ip j k ( -2Trh)  +  n 1  a x 2  ee XtXt—h if t jk(27r} i )  
t=2 /i=l (=2 /i=l 
71 t — 1 
= n-10-^2 XtXt-h 4>j k (2-!rh)  + </>jfc(-27r/i) . 
t= 2 /i=l 
We write n1/2 as the following sum: 
n1/2 = n~1/2 cr^2 ^  Xt£/t. Ju 
t=2 
where U t  = ELI ^jk^h) + ij) jk(-2irh) 
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Based on Assumption 1 that is independent and identically distributed with 
E(X t) = 0, we have E(n1/2 a jk) = 0, since 




We then evaluate the second moment of n1/2 djk as follows: 
E{n l '2a jk)2 = E^-1 '2 
2 
n n 












From the preceding derivation, we need an expression for the second moment of the random 
































































































































For the first term n 1 ^"=2 J2h=-(t-i) iJjk(<2'Kh)ipjk(—2'Kti) in the above summation, we 
seperate the second summation and then exchange the order of summations, we have 
n t—1 
i) jk(2irh)ip jk(-2irh) 
<=2 h=-(t-i) 




l  S $jk{2nh)ij>jk(-2nh) + ^  tp jk(2nh)ip jk(-2Trh) 
t=2 h=-(t-1) h=1 
n —1 n t—1 
= 
n_1 fpjk(2irh)ip jk(-2Tvh) + n~ l  ^ ^  Tpjk{2nh)ip jk(-2nh) 
t=2 h=-(t-i) t=2 /,=i 
— 1 n ri—1 n 
= n_1 ^ ^'fc(27r/i)^jfc(-27r/i) + n_1 X ^ $jk(2irh)j> jk(-2irh) 
/i=—n+1 (=—/i+l h=l t=/i+l 
—1 n n—1 n 
= n~1 X ^ ^(27r/i)^fc(-27r/i) + n"1 ^  ^ ^fc(27r/*)^-fc(-27r/i) 
fc=-n+lt=|fc|+l fc=lt=|h|+l 
n—1 n 
= n_1 5Z S i>jk(2Trh)Tp jk(-2Trh) 
h—-n+\ t=\h\-j~ 1 
71—1 
= n 1 (n - |/i| - 1 + l)ip jk(2nh)xl) jk(-2nh) 
h=—n+1 
n—1 1, | 
= (1_ ~)i>jk{2nh)Tp jk(-2Trh). 
h=—n+\ 
Similarly the second term in the summation of E(n1/2  a jk)2 can be written as: 
n t—1 n—1 I, I 
X Vijfe(27r/i)^jfc(27r/i) = ^ (l - — ^ jfc(27r/i)t/^fc(27r/i). 
<=2 h=-(t-l) h=-n+l 
Hence E(n1^2 ctjk)2 can be expressed as a sum of two terms: 
E(n1/2  a jkf = X (l -  ^^ j fc(27r/i)^ j fc(-27r/i) 
/i=—(n—1) 
+ ^ (l - ~-^jk(27vh)i) jk(2Trh) 
h=—(n— 1)  
=: /in + /2n. 
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From the Lemma and applying dominated convergence theorem to I\n, we have I\n —> 
(27r)_1 as n -4 oo. As to the second term /2n, using Lemma and applying dominated con­
vergence theorem again, we have /2n ->• 0 as n -» oo. Thus we prove that E(n1/ /2  a^)2 —> 
(27T)-1. 
In order to show the asymptotic normality result, we apply Brown's (1971) martingale 
limit theorem. We want to show 
(2ttn)l/2ajk —>d Af(0, l), 
where (27m)1/2 a jk  = ax2 X^=2 X tU t. In the present context, the following two 
conditions must be verified: 
2ir 
nay 
f^E[x*U?l(\X tU t\>£-?-^\ 
l /2
°x 
(2tt)1/2 )\ 0, for all e > 0, 
and 2n 
ncry £e[XX|*-I1 -+,I, t=2 
where —>p denotes convergence in probability, T t  represents the cr-field consisting of {X,, s < 
t} and {Ut, Tt-1} is an adapted martingale difference sequence. 





ncrv z—' \ e'ncr T* t=2 { 2^4, 
n2e2a% A * — >  t=2 
= Cn2 £ £•(£/,") 
t=2 
T l  t— 1 




Cn 2 EE E(X*_h) \tj) jk(2nh) + tpjk(—2Tch) + Cn' 
EEE EiXl^EiXh)  [^(2t r / i )  +  ^ f e ( -27r / i ) ]  [^*(2*0 +  ^ - f c ( -27rZ)  
t=2 
—
: ^31n + ^32n-
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In the following, we show that Izin ->• 0 and hin -> 0 as n —> oc. 
From|^(w)| < C(l+H)_1 forHaarwavelet^,and^fe(27r/i) = e" l2 'rrhklv2~^2i){2'Kh/2 i), 
we have 
\i> jk(27rh)\ = \e- i2nhk/2j2- j /2i>(27rh/2 j)\ 
<C2- j /2\^(2nh/2 j)\ 
<C2~ j /2  (l + \2Tth/2 j\^ 1 
C 2- j /2~-2J 
Also, we note that 
2i + 2irh 
=  C2 j /2{2 j  + 2irh)-\ 
[i> jk{2nh)+j> jk{-2Trh)}4 < 2%k{2irh)\A 
< C22j(2 j  + 2ivh)-4. 




/3i„ = ^ E(Xl„) [*Jt(2irh) + fe(-2irA) 
22j 





t-1 x 2* 1 t-1 j 
^ (2J + 2irh)4 =  ^ (2J + 2trh)4 +  ^ (2i + 2TTh)4 h=1 K ' h= 1 v  ' h=2)+l 
23 1 r°° 1 
< y - l + /  
-  Z_^ 2 4 J J23 X A  h= I  17 ^ 





n t— 1 l 
hi„<Cn-2Y,?'Y, (2> + 2?r/i)4 t=2 h=1 
n 
< Cn-2 V 22j 2_3j 
£=2 
n 
< Cn~2Y Tj 
t=2 
< Cn 2n 2 J-
= Cn~ l2- j. 
Thus, we proved Isin -> 0 as n -> oo. 
As to the term 732n, the arguments are largely similar to those for /31n. To find a bound, we 
use the inequalities: 
/32„ = Cn~2 £ £ E E(Xlh)E(Xl,) U jk(2nh) + ^ t(-27rfc)l ° 
t=2 
• ^ fe(27r/) + 4> jk(-2ivl) 
(2i + 27th)2 
(& + 2tt/I) 
Notice 
(2> + 2irh) (2^ + 27r/i) 






< Cn~2Y^j C2~j]2 
t=2 
< Cn~2n 
= C n~ l. 
Thus, we have /32n -» 0. Therefore the proof for the first condition in Brown's (1971) 
theorem is completed. 
Next, we show the second condition in Brown's (1971) theorem. From E[X2U2\J : 't-i] 
cr'xUf, we need to show the following condition: 
2tt 
tz 
which is equivalent to the second condition. By using Markov's inequality, it is sufficient 
for us to prove the mean squared convergence condition: 
E 
r 27r 
ina v x  t=2 
0, as n —> oo. 
The left hand side, denoted with /4n, can be written as 
I An '•— E 
r 27r 
= E 
/ v r x  t—2 
Ancri ) no\ ^  
47T 47T 2ir 
n• 
JT E E E E(Uf)E(Uf) - 2^ £ E(U?) + 1 
x  t=2 A t=2 S# x t=2 'X " "x s#t
= : hln + ^ 42n — 2/43n + 1. 
Similar to the previous proof, we have /43ri -»• 1. We also have/42n ->• 1: 
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4w2 
142n • o 4 YY,E(U?)E(lfi) 
X (=2 sfr 
47T2 
2/T4. 7r<r T,eu' {T ,eu-~eu' )  
- + 1 . ( 1 - 0 )  
= 1. 
From arguments used to establish the term I3n, we have /41„ -» 0, as n —>• oo. Therefore, 
I in —^ 0 + 1 — 2-1 + 1 = 0, as n —Y oo. 
i.e., the second condition is verified. These arguments establish the asymptotic normal 
limit distribution. 
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 2, we need to show that the random vari­
ables n1/2 dtjk are asymptotically uncorrelated. From the definition of covariance, we have 
Cov(n1/2QMl, n1 /2ahh) = E(n I / 2a j t k ,  • n' ! 2a / l t , ' j  -  E(n l / ' !anh) • E(n'12a r 2 l l) 
= E[(n^,-/±X tU„ lk l) • (nW 
where 
t—2 s=2 
0 - 0  
t=2 s=2 
n 
n aX ^ ; E [Utj1kl 1 
t=2 
t-1 
U t , j ifci  =  ^ 2 X t~h  ^'1*1 +  (~2 7 r / l)  
h=l 
t-1 





E[UtJ lk lU t,j2k2] =E\^2Xt-h (VW2?T/l) + 1p j lk l(-2TTh)j 
h=l 
t-1 
• (^W27r0 + </W-2?rO) 
/=i 
t-i 
= ^ £[X2_k](^ l fc l(27r/i) + rh)J • (i> j2k2(2irh) + i> j ika(-2irh)j 
h=1 
t-1 
= 4E(^i(M) + VW"2^)) (i>j2k2(2Kh) + ^ j2k2{~2nh)y 
h=l 
Hence we have the relations: 
n 
Cov(n1/2dilAl, n1/2dj2fc2) = rT1^2 ^ £[£/tJlfcl 17^] 
t=2 
j  n t—1 
= n H 51 |^W27r/l) + VW-27r/i)] [vW27r/0 + i> j2k2{-2'Kh) 
t=2 fc=l 
^ n t—1 
= ^EE feifci(2^)^2fc2(27r/l) + TpjihfafylPhkii^lTh) 
U  t=2 /i=l 
+ ^jifci(-2^)^j2fc2(27r/l) + i'jiki (~^h)ijjj2k2(—2Trh) 
n t— 1 J ' v v X 
= - S H [%ifci (2xh)4) j2k2(2TTh) + <0 i l fe l  (2irh)ij> j2k3(-2irh) 
t=2 fc=l 
j n —1 
+ ^E E [ i}j lkx{^h)^j2kA-2'Kh) + $ j lk l(2irh)ij>hka{2irh) 
t=2 fc=-t+l 
^ n t—1 
= ;E E feifcl(27r/i)^2fe2(27r/i) + ift j lk l(2irh )'(pj2 k 2(—2irh) 
71 t=2 fc=-t+l 
= 5Z (l " ^ )^1fci(27r/i)^2fc2(-27r/i) 
/i=—(n—1) 
n—1 i, | 
+ (l-—)^ifc1(27r^)^2fe2(2^) 
h=—(n— 1) 
— • -^5n -^6n-
The second to the last equality can be derived by exchanging the order of summations. 
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From the Lemma and applying the dominated convergence theorem to /5n and hn, we con­
clude that hn 0 and J6n ->• 0 as n oo. Therefore, n1/2ajk, j = 1,2,• •• , J, k = 
0,1, • • • , 2j_1 - 1 are asymptotically uncorrelated. This concludes the proof of Theorem 
2. 
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3.3 Proof of Theorem 3 
We can take advantage of the proof of Theorem 2 and apply the Cramer-Wold device 
to transform the problem from a multi-dimensional problem to a one-dimensional problem. 
That is, we need to show that for any arbitrary vector 
^ (^10) ^20; "^21> ^30) i -^33) > ^Joi *^Jli i ^J2^—1 —l) ^ ® ' 
we have n1 /2XTa ->d Af(0, (27r)_1||A||2), where ||A||2 = Yij=1  Efc=o_1 t fk- by 
the Cramer-Wold device, we prove the Theorem. 
In order to do that, we first write 
n t—1 
n1 /2 \ 'dt = ^k  '  "1 /2  a ik  
j=1 k=o 
J 
X tX t-h  \^ j k(2-Kh) + i) j k(-2irh) 
j=1 fc=o t=2 h= 1 




1 /2  ax2  ^ 2 Xt  H Xt~h  X XI AJ f c  + i jki- l i th) 
t-2 fe=l j=l fc=0 
= n~1/2(T^2^X4Wt, 
t=2 
where W t  = X^=1 X t^h  J\=1 £ f c=0  Xjk |^jfc(27r/i) + ip j k(-2Trh) 
From assumption of independence on the process {Xt}, we have E(n l /2 \ '6t) 
which can be seen as follows: 
0, 
E(n1 /2X'a) = E(n~1 /2  a*2  Y, X*W*) 
t=2 
n 




The second moment of n1//2A'd is computed as: 
E(n1/2A'd)2 = E(n~1/2  a*2  ^  -W*)2 
t=2 
n n 
= E(n~> a~x4 Y, E 
t=2 s=2 
= n"1 aj4 £ ®(*.2)£W2) 
t=2 
t=2 
Similar to the proof of Theorem 2, we have the following expressions: 
J 2J'_1-1 
*(»?) = *(E*-'E E Ajfc |^fc(27r/i) + 27r/i)] j 
/i=l j=l fc=0 
t-l J 2J"1 —1 
= ^ \ jk[i> jk(2nh) + ^fe(-27r/i)] 
A=1 j=l fc=0 
t-l J  2J_1 —1 
= £T^S[S S Aifcfe(27r/l)+^(-27r/l)] 
/i=l j=l fc=0 
t-l 
« E E E E  ^ • j l k i ^ j 2 k 2  E  
jl fcl J2 fa h=1 
[^2fc2(27r/i) + ^2fc2(-27r/i)] 
t-i 
- iEEEE ^jiki^j 2 k 2  fefe i ( 2 ^)^j 2 fe 2 ( 2 7 r ^)  +  ^ j i fc i (27r / i )^ 2 fc 2 ( -27r / i )  
Jl fci J2 &2 ft=l 
+ V;jifci(-27r/i)^2fc2(27r/i) + -0ilfcl(-277/i)^i2fc2(-27r/i)] 
t-i 
= « E E E E  ^3\ki^j2k2 ^2[ip j lk l{2Trh)ii) j2k2{2Trh) +  $ j lk l(2irh)iphk2{-2iTh)} 
jl k\ j2  k2  h=1 
t-l 
+**EEEE •\jifci -\72fc2 ^ ] [^jifci ( 27T/l)'0j2fc2 (2TT/I) 





£(»?)=«EEEE ^j2>C2 E [xj>j lk l{2irh)ii> j3k2{2irh) + i> j lk l(2irh)i[) j2k2(-27rh)] 
j 1 fcl J2 &2 h=l 
-1 
+«EEEE ^jlfcl  ^ 2^2 E  [fj> j lk l(2irh)ij; j3ka{-2irh) + ^ •1fe1(27r/i)^jafca(27r/i)' 
j 1 fc l  J2 k-2 f t=-f+l  
t-1 
^jiki^hk2 I E -4)jlkl(27Th)i)hk2(2nh) 
jl ki j2 k2 h=-(t-1) 
4-1 
+ ^jifci(27r/#j2fc2(-27r/0 . 
/i=-(t-i) 
Thus, by exchanging the order of summations, we have 
t=2 
n t-1 
="" 'E(EEEE [ E tj) j lk l(2Trh)iphk2(2Trh) 
t—2 jl fcl J2 &2 h=—(t—l) 
t-1 
+ Y1 ^ifci(27T/i)^2fc2(-27r/i) ) 
h=-(t-1) 
M" 
n j l  fcl fc2 
n—1 
= EEEE ^jlfcl  -^J2fc2 E  0 -^p ivh)iipj2k2 (2iTh) 
/»=—(n—1) 
+ 1] (i ~ ^)%ifci(27r/l)^2fc2(-27T/l) 
h=—(n—l) 
^niAi i 2 ,  
where the last limit follows from the Lemma and the dominated convergence theorem. 
In order to show the asymptotic normal limit distribution, we apply the martingale 
limit theorem of Brown (1971) again. We want to show that 
n 1 / 2A'd —>d Jsf (o ,  ^t) ,  
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i.e., 
which is also equivalent to 
I2TT 
^A'd-n^O,  l) ,  
n 
*x2 hah-1 Y,x*w> ^(°> 0-
t=2 
So in the present context, the following two conditions must be verified: 
— ^ L — S " F \ X 2 W 2 T ( \ X W \  > 11*1 hi 







For the first condition, let T3n be the left hand side of it. Similar to the proof of Theorem 
2, we have 
Tin < 
2v ^ ,X>W?X?W?2*} 
*-t \ e2n£T4IIAII2 ) 3" " "<4PII2 K ^4IWI: 
= Cn~1Y^E(W}) 
t=2 
n t-1 j  2J"1-! 
= Cn~2 EE £«-/>> [E e Ajfc [^fc(27r/i) + tp jk(-2irh)\ J 
t=2 /i=l j=l fc=0 
n J 2J-1-1 
+ Cn~2 EEE^)^ , ) [E  E  Ajj t [V ' j fc (27r / i )  +  tp jk(-2iTh)] 
t=2 j=l fc=0 
r J 2J_1_1 - ~ -| 2 
x ^ Ajfc (27rZ) + 4>jk(~27r/)j 
i=i fc=o 
= • ^31n + ^32n-
In the following, we try to show that T3ln  —> 0 and T32n ->• 0 as n -»• oo. From the 
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Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have 
J 2-j-1-! 
[ E E  A j k  [ i > j k ( 2 n h )  +  t p j k ( - 2 i r h ) ] ^  
j=1 k=0 
*  [ ( E E '  l A ^ ! 2 ) ( S  Y ,  \ M ^ h )  +  ^j k ( - 2 7 t h ) \ 2 ) ]  j=1 fc=0 j=l k~Q 
J 2i~1-X 
( E E  | ^ j f c ( 2 7 r / i )  +  i ) j k ( ~ 2 i r h ) \ 2 ^  
j= i fc=o 
Also note that |^jfc(27r/i) | < C 2J/2(2J + 2nh) 1. Thus we have the following inequalities: 
n t-1 3 2J-1-1 
^31 n — Cn 2 ee£w-<>)[e e ^ [^(2ir/.)+fe(-27r/l)] 
(=2 /t=l j=1 A:=0 
n t-1 / J 2-?-1 —1 0 - v 2 
~
Cn SS"A" (I? £ w) 
= Cn-2||A||4ee e n t 1 / J 2-?2j_1 \2 
« W I  ( f  +  arfc) 1 .  
n t -1  /  J  22j  
iwi 4 EE(Eprp2So  t=2 A=1 vj=l v > 
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
3=1 3= 
J 
= jy— 2 , i  (03 j^( 2i+2rt)4' 
Hence 
71 t  X J  
l | A | | 4 ££ J £<»+*w 
<cn - ' |  
h=l 7=1 
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where the last inequality can be derived by exchanging the order of summations. 
However, 
Cn-'||A||4JVV,0 ^ M4=Cn-1||A||4jV2iJy:,0. ' 1 1  ^ ^  (2^ + 2irh)4 11 11 ^ (2J  + 2irh) h=l ?=1 v ' j=l fc=l v ' 




J 2* 1  f 0 0  ,  
Cn-'||A| r 7E2«[E2«+ /  j£]  





Thus, since J is fixed, n —>• oo, and using the dominated convergence theorem, we have 
Tzin -» 0 as n —> oo. 
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As to the term r32n, the arguments are very similar to those for /3in. We have 
n J a'-1-! 
^32n = cn 2 E E E bw-»)b«-.)[E  e ajk fe(27r/i) + $ jk(-2ich)\ 
t=2 h& j=1 fc=0 
r J ~ 12 
x ] 'y ^ Ajfc [^jfc(27T^) + 4>jk{~27r/)] 
j=l fc=0 
n /1—1 J 2-'-1 —1 
< Cn~ 2  e e«[e e aj k  [ ip jk{2nh) + tp jk{-2ir h)\ 
t=2 \h=1 j=l fc=0 
< Cn~ 2  e(e[ee~Vi2e e |^ifc(27r/i) + 4> jk(-2nh)\' 
t=2 \/i=l j=l fc=0 j=l A:=0 
n rt-l 3 2J-1-! n , -
2r 
^»-«eee e (27t2^ 
t=2 L/i=l j=\ fc=0 v ' 
n t—1 J 
<Cn —2|| \ 114 e[ee 22j 
J (2f + 27r/i)2 ^, (» + 27rhf 
h=2i + l  
= ^
2iwi4e[e^e(^ 
t=2 j=l h=l v 
= C7n-2I|A||4 E [e 22i ( e + e 
t=2 j=1 /i=l v 
n 3 2 j  1 .qo ,  
<Cn"2|iA||1X:[E22,'(E^+ / 2^)] 
i=2 j=l V' 727 Z 
<Cn- 2 | |A | | 4 ^[^2^2- '  
t~  
<C\ \X \ \ 4 n- 1 2  
)] 
t=2 j=l 
| 4  - l o 2  J  
Thus, since J  is fixed, n  —> oo, we conclude that /32n —>• 0. Therefore we complete the 
proof for the first condition. 
Next, we show the second condition in Brown's (1971) theorem. Similar to the proof 
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of Theorem 2, it is sufficient for us to show 
E 
2tt 
Ln<4||A||2 ix-1 t=2 0, as n —» oo. 
The left hand side of it, denoted with T4n, can be written as 
T4n E 
2tt 
na\ 11 A||2 ix2-1 t=2 
= E [( 27T 
rw4l|A| v^t
2) 2 - 2 2 2 : x „ 2 V^ + i  
^  V ™4| |A| |2^  t=2 2 
n n 4*2 e w) + e e £(«?)£(»?) 
n2<4||A|| £=2 £=2 
- 2  
—
: ^41n + TdOn — 2T43n + 1. 
Similar to the previous proof, we have T42„ -> 1, T43n -4 1. From arguments used to 
establish the term T3n, we have T4in —y 0, as n -4 oo. Therefore, we prove T4n -> 0, 
i.e., the second condition is established. Thus we complete the proof for the normal limit 
distribution, as well as the proof of Theorem 3. 
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3.4 Proof of Theorem 4 
To simplify the presentation of the proof, like the proof of Theorem 2, we assume that 
E(Xt) = fix = 0 and the variance a\ of the random variable Xt is known. Thus, in the fol­
lowing proof, we only need to consider px (h) = ax2 Rx{h) =n 1 ax2 £?=|fc|+i X tX t-W. 
First note that 
loglog(iV) = log log Q - l) 
= log log ^ (l + o(l)) 
= log log(n) - log log(2) + o( 1) 
= loglog(n) (l + o(l)). 
Then observe that 
PHAWAN > CA) = P H L { V 2 loglog(AJ ) W * A N  -  {2loglog(iV) + .51ogloglog(iV) 
- .51og(47r)} > ca) 
= PH, ( A/2 log log(iV) W*AN > {2 log log(iV) + .5 log log log( N )  
- .51og(47r)} + ca) 
= PHi{WAN > V^logMAO (1 + o(l))) 
= 
PHAw*AN > V21oglog(n)(l + o(l))), 
where W\N = (2m n )~ 1 / 2  ~ *) and m n = argmax (2m)~ 1 / 2  YlT=i( e i  ~ *)• 
1 <M<N 
Thus, for any 1 < J N  <  J ,  we have 
j 2J ~1 — 1 
W- A N  > (2Jn+1 - 2)-"2 •£  (2xn&% -  1) .  
j=1 fc=0 
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From djki = djk2 as in Theorem 1, we have 
(2J~+I - 2r1/2 E E f2™** -= 2 _ 2 E E (2irn&% - •) 
j=i fc=o v j=i fc=o 
" 2 - 2 1,1 
which is derived by multiplying 2 by both the numerator and the denominator in the first 
step. Thus 
v j=l k—0 
Therefore the power of our test has,  not ic ing n = 2N + 2, 
Ph! > CQ) = P H l (WZ N  > y/2  log log (n) (1 + o(l))) 
" 
P
"' l 2 \Z2J"+t — 2 " V^KloSW f1 + »(l))j 
Jn 2J—1 
= P
"i E X^(27rnd!^ - !) > 2 V/2"/"+1 - 2 ^/21oglog(n) (1 + o(l))) 
j=i fc=0 
2J—1 
= p^i E s 27rnajk  > 2Jn+1 — 2 + 2 \/2Jn+1 — 2 \J2 log log(n) 
j=1 fc=0 
• ( l  +  o ( l ) ) )  
= (2* E E &% £ <2',n+' - 2)n_1 
j=l fc=0 
+ 2n_1(2J"+1 — 2)1//2\/2 loglog(rc) (1 + o(l))^. 
Hence 
Pn,(W A N >c a )  >PH,(2TQ(f J x - ,h)>  [2 J - + 1 n- 1  + 2 3 /V»/ 2 n-V21oglog(>i ) ]  
• ( l  +  o ( l ) ) ) .  
If we consider J„ such that Jn —> oo, 2 2 J n /n  —> 0, the Theorem is proved if one can show 
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that Q(fx,fo) Q(f, /o) > 0 in probability. Its proof is very similar to that of Theorem 
2 in Lee and Hong (2001). We write 
J„ 2-j-l oo 2>-l 
e e - e e 
j=l fc=0 j=l fc=0 
J„ 2J —1 00 2>-l 
ZX* 
i=i fc=o y=jn+l fc=o 
J„ 2*'-l oo 2-* —1 
= eekv Qjk)  ~t~ 2 (&jk ®jk)  e e<* 
j=l fc=0 j=jn+l fc=o 
Jn 2J-1 J n  V-l  OO 23—1 
O-jk)0ijk e e4 
j=l fc=0 j=l fc=0 j=Jn + l fc=0 
=•' Qln + $2n + Qsn-
Notice we have 




r  j=0 fc=0 
= / + <* am + (£ £ " am) } 
J
~
7t o fe-o i=o fc=o 
1 2 00 2-^—1 
=  s  +  s E E  
oo oo 2Ji —1 2^2 — 1 
e e e  e  a j i f c i a j 2 f c 2  /  ^ j i f c i m ^ j a f c a m 4 * ™  




ii=0j2=0 /ci=0 /C2=0 
oo 2^ — 1 
(2tt) 1 + ^  a?/.. 
j=1 k=0 
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We also have 
J f2{w)dw = J Px(h)e~thw^ dw 
1 0 0  0 0  f i r  
*=-ool=-oo ^ 
1 00 
= E P*(fc)pxH0-27T 
/l=—00 
s E AW _,  <  00.  
2?r h =—oc 
So we have 
00 2^-1 
/
ft V-aJ ^ ~ i
/2(w) dw = (27T)-1 + X] IZ ai-
"" j=l fc=0 J i
Thus Qsn -» 0, from Jn —> oc. 
From the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have 
QL ^ 4Qin a|fc. 
j=1 fc=0 
Thus, in order to prove the Theorem, it suffices to show Qin -> 0 in probability. 
Observe that 
n—1 00 
atjk - otjk = ^ px(h)ip jk(2irh) -  ^  px(h)^ jk(27th) 
h——n+l h=—00 
h=n—1 




Jn V- l  
Qln =  ^  ^  ^  ^  {®jk  ~  0 1  jk )  
j=1 fc=0 
J„ 2-3-1 r /l=n—1 -| 2 Jn 2^-1 r n 
< 2 ee e [px(m - px(h)] i ) j k (2Trh)  + 2 ee e px(/i)^fc(27r/i) 
j=1 fc=0 /i=—(ra—1) -* j=1 fc=0 |/i|>n, 
= 
: 2Qlnl + 2Qln2-
Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to QI„2, we have 
J n  2-i-lr 
Q ln2 = XIS 5Z PxWiit(27r/i)| 
j=l fc=0 |/i|>n 
^ s s \^ ik{2-Kh)f  




|^ jk(27r/ i ) | 2  < C2 j (2 j  + 2-kh)  2 ,  
n^n 
~
2 f  Jn 
CT 







Q l n 2 <CY,A(h) t ,Zv/n  |/i|>n j=l fc=0 
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Using the facts that X)|ft|>n p\{h)  -»• 0, and 22 J n /n  -> 0, We have 
Qln2 0. 
As to Qini, applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have 
Jn 2>-\ r  h=n-1  
Qlnl  ee e [Px(h)  -  px(h)] i j>jk{2irh) \  
j—1 k=0 1) 
^[px(h)-px(h)] 2 ^2 \ ip j k (2nh) \ :  
j=1 fc=0 "-|ft.|<n .  < n  
So 
Jn 2J-1  
EQini < snp0<h<nVar{px{h)}^2Y^ \^ik{2^h)\2. 
j=1 k—0 \h\<n 
Like Q\n2i we can show Yljh J2k=o £|h|<n fe(27rfr)|2 < C 22Jn as below: 
Firse we have 
•/n 2J—1 Jn 2>-l 
I Z I Z  S  i ^ f c ( 2 ^ ) i 2 <  
C2J 
j=1 fc=0 |/i|<n j=l fc=0 |/i|<n (2? +2?r /i)2' 
Since 
(2i + 2-Kh)2 ~ h2 |/i|<n |/i|<n 
< 
°° 1 
e & h=—oo 
< 00. 
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Thus 
Jn 2?- l  J n  23-1  
e e e  \^ jk(2 'Kh)  i 2 s e e  C2 j  





=  < ? E 4 '  
j=i 
< CA J n  
_ C22-7". 
From Lee and Hong (2001, p.417), we have 
suPo <h<nV a r iPx(h)}  = 0(n_1). 
Thus we have 
EQini = 0(22Jn/n) —y  0, 
which can be derived from our assumption on Jn. 
Thus, from Markov's inequality, we conclude that Q\n\ -> 0 in probability. Therefore the 
proof of Theorem 4 is completed. 
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All calculations in simulation studies are realized using scripts written in R 2.15.0. 
########################################################## 
##### compute the empirical critical value of Qm ##### 
########################################################## 
N <- 10000 
n  < -  2 5 6  
Q  < -  r e p ( 0  , N )  
m <- 1 
f o r  ( i  i n  1 : N )  
{  x  < —  r n o r m ( n )  #  g e n e r a t e  d a t a  u n d e r  H O  
r  < -  r e p ( 0 , m )  #  i n i t i a t e  s a m p l e  a u t o c o r r e l a t i o n s  
f o r  ( k  i n  1  : m )  #  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  a u t o c o r r e l a t i o n s  
{  f o r  ( t  i n  ( k  +  l ) : n )  
{  r [ k ]  < -  r [ k ]  +  x [ t ] * x [ t - k ]  
} 
r  [ k ]  < -  r  [ k  ] / s u m ( x " 2 )  
} 
r m ( k )  
r m (  t )  
f o r  ( k  i n  l : m )  #  c o m p u t e  Q m  
{  Q [ i ]  < -  Q [ i ] +  ( r [ k ] A 2 ) / ( n — k )  
} 
r m ( k )  
Q [  i  ]  < -  n * ( n + 2 ) * Q [ i ]  
} 
t  < -  q u a n t i l e ( Q ,  p r o b s = 0 . 9 5 )  #  c o m p u t e  E C V  o f  Q m  
#  n u m b e r  o f  s i m u l a t i o n  
#  s a m p l e  s i z e  
#  i n i t i a t e  N = 1 0 0 0 0  Q m ' s  u n d e r  H O  
# window length parameter for Qn 
#  r a n g e s  f r o m  1  t o  3  
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########################################################## 
#### computing the empirical critical value of Kn #### 
########################################################## 
N <- 10000 # number of simulation 
n <- 256 # sample size 
p n l  < - 6  #  p a r a m e t e r  p n l  f o r  n = 2 5 6  
p n 2  < - 9  #  p a r a m e t e r  p n 2  f o r  n = 2 5 6  
pn3 <- 16 # parameter pn3 for n=256 
# p n l  < - 6  #  p a r a m e t e r  p n l  f o r  n = 5 1 2  
#pn2 <— 10 # parameter pn2 for n=512 
#pn3 <- 19 # parameter pn3 for n=512 
Ml <- rep(0,N) # initiate N=10000 Kn's using pnl under HO 
M2 <- rep(0,N) # initiate N=10000 Kn's using pn2 under HO 
M3 <— rep(0,N) # initiate N=10000 Kn's using pn3 under HO 
f o r  ( i  i n  1 : N )  
{  x  < —  r n o r m ( n )  #  g e n e r a t e  d a t a  u n d e r  H O  
a v e r a g e  < —  m e a n ( x )  #  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  m e a n  
gamma <— rep(0,n —1) 
#  i n i t i a t e  s a m p l e  a u t o c o v a r i a n c e s  
for (j in 1:(n — 1)) 
#  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  a u t o c o v a r i a n c e s  
{  f o r  ( t  i n  ( a b s ( j ) + 1 ) : n )  
{  g a m m a [ j ]  < -  g a m m a [ j ]  +  ( x  [  t ]  —  a v e r a g e  )  
* ( x  [  t — a b s  ( j ) ]  —  a v e r a g e )  
} 
} 
gamma <- gamma/ n 
gammaO <- mean((x-average )A2) 
r <- gamma/gammaO 
#  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  a u t o c o r r e l a t i o n s  
r m (  j )  
r m (  t )  
kappa <- function (z) 
#  d e f i n e  D a n i e l l  k e r n e l  f u n c t i o n  
{  s i n ( p i * z ) / ( p i * z )  
} 
C <- 0 
#  c o m p u t e  t h e  s e c o n d  t e r m  i n  t h e  n u m e r a t o r  o f  K n  
f o r  ( j  i n  1  : ( n - l ) )  
{  C  < —  C  +  ( 1 — j / n ) * ( k a p p a ( j / p n l  ) ) " 2  
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} 
r m ( j )  
D <- 0 
#  c o m p u t e  t h e  d e n o m i n a t o r  o f  K n  
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : ( n - 2 ) )  
{  D  < -  D  +  ( l - j / n ) * ( l - ( j + l ) / n )  
* ( k a p p a ( j / p n l  ) ) " 4  
} 
r m (  j )  
temp <- 0 
f o r  ( j  i n  1 :  ( n  —  1 ) )  
{ temp <- temp + (kappa(j /pnl )* r [ j ])"2 
} 
temp <- temp*n 
r m ( j )  
M l [  i  ]  < -  ( t e m p  -  C ) / s q r t ( 2 * D )  
#  c o m p u t e  K n  u s i n g  p n l  
C <- 0 
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : ( n  —  1 ) )  
{  C  < —  C  +  ( 1 —  j / n ) * ( k a p p a (  j / p n 2  ) ) ~ 2  
} 
r m ( j )  
D <- 0 
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : ( n  — 2 ) )  
{  D  < —  D  +  ( 1  — j / n ) * ( l — ( j + l ) / n )  
* ( k a p p a ( j / p n 2 ) ) ~ 4  
} 
r m ( j )  
temp <- 0 
f o r  ( j  i n  1  : ( n  — 1 ) )  
{ temp <— temp + (kappa (j/pn2)* r [j ] )"2 
} 
temp <— temp*n 
r m (  j )  
M 2 [ i ]  < -  ( t e m p  -  C ) / s q r t ( 2 * D )  
C <- 0 
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : ( n  —  1 ) )  
{  C  < —  C  +  ( 1 - j / n ) * ( k a p p a (  j / p n 3  ) ) ~ 2  
} 
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r m ( j )  
D <- 0 
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : ( n  — 2 ) )  
{  D  < -  D  +  ( l - j / n ) * ( l - ( j + l ) / n )  
* ( k a p p a ( j / p n 3  ) ) * 4  
} 
r m ( j )  
temp <- 0 
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : ( n  —  1 ) )  
{ temp <- temp + (kappa (j /pn3 )* r [j ] )~2 
} 
temp <— temp*n 
r m ( j )  
M 3 [ i ]  < -  ( t e m p  -  C ) / s q r t ( 2 * D )  
} 
t l  < -  q u a n t i l e ( M l ,  p r o b s = 0 . 9 5 )  
#  c o m p u t e  E C Y  o f  K n  u s i n g  p n l  
t 2  < —  q u a n t i l e ( M 2 ,  p r o b s = 0 . 9 5 )  
#  c o m p u t e  E C V  o f  K n  u s i n g  p n 2  
t 3  < —  q u a n t i l e ( M 3 ,  p r o b s = 0 . 9 5 )  
#  c o m p u t e  E C V  o f  K n  u s i n g  p n 3  
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########################################################## 
#### computing the empirical critical value of Wn #### 
########################################################## 
l i b r a r y  ( g d a t a )  
N <- 10000 # number of simulation 
n <- 256 # sample size 
J  < -  l o g 2 ( n ) - l  #  n u m b e r  o f  r e s o l u t i o n  l e v e l s  
#  f o r  w a v e l e t  c o e f f i c i e n t s  
J n 2  < - 2  #  p a r a m e t e r  o f  W n  
J n 3  < - 3  #  p a r a m e t e r  o f  W n  
J n 4  < — 4  #  p a r a m e t e r  o f  W n  
Wn2 <- rep(0,N) # initiate N=10000 Wn's using Jn2 under HO 
W n 3  < —  r e p ( 0 , N )  #  i n i t i a t e  N = 1 0 0 0 0  W n ' s  u s i n g  J n 3  u n d e r  H O  
W n 4  < —  r e p ( 0 , N )  #  i n i t i a t e  N = 1 0 0 0 0  W n ' s  u s i n g  J n 4  u n d e r  H O  
f o r  ( i  i n  1 : N )  
{  x  < —  r n o r m ( n )  #  g e n e r a t e  d a t a  u n d e r  H O  
a v e r a g e  < —  m e a n ( x )  #  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  m e a n  
v a r  < —  m e a n ( ( x —  a v e r a g e  ) * 2 )  
#  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  a u t o c o v a r i a n c e  a t  h = 0  
r h o  < —  r e p  ( 0  , n  — 1 )  
#  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  a u t o c o r r e l a t i o n s  
f o r  ( h  i n  l : ( n — 1 ) )  
{  f o r  ( t  i n  ( h  +  l ) : n )  
{  r h o [ h ]  < -  r h o [ h ]  +  ( x  [  t ] - a v e r a g e  )  
* ( x [ t - h ] - a v e r a g e )  
} 
r h o [ h ]  < -  r h o [ h ] / n  
r h o [ h ]  < -  r h o [ h ] / v a r  
} 
r m ( h )  
a l p h a  < —  m a t r i x  ( r e p  ( 0  ,  J  * 2 "  J ) ,  n r o w = J  ,  n c o l  = 2 "  J )  
#  i n i t i a t e  w a v e l e t  c o e f f i c i e n t s  
#  a n d  r e c o r d  t h e m  i n  m a t r i x  " a l p h a "  
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : J )  
{  f o r  ( k  i n  1 : ( 2 "  j  ) )  
{  f o r  ( h  i n  1 : ( n  —  1 ) )  
{  a l p h a [ j , k ]  < —  a l p h a [ j , k ]  +  
8 2  
r h o  [ h ] * s i n ( 2 * p i * h / ( 2 " j ) * ( l / 2  +  k ) )  
* ( s i n ( 2 * p i * h / ( 2 ' ( j + 2 ) ) ) ) " 2 / ( 2 * p i * h )  
} 
a l p h a  [ j  , k ]  < -  a l p h a  [ j  , k ] * 2 A ( j / 2  +  3 )  
/ s q r t ( 2 *  p i )  
} 
} 
r m ( j )  
r m ( k )  
r m ( h )  
temp <- 0 
#  i n i t i a t e  t e m p  a n d  u s e  i t  t o  c o m p u t e  t h e  s u m m a t i o n  
#  o f  a l p h a [ j , k ] ~ 2  f r o m  l e v e l  1  t o  l e v e l  J n  
f o r  ( j  i n  l : J n 2 )  
{  f o r  ( k  i n  1  : ( 2 A j  ) )  
{ temp <- temp + alpha [j ,k]* alpha [j ,k] 
} 
} 
Wn2[ i ] <- (2* pi *n*temp — 2*( Jn2 + l)+l)/sqrt (2A(Jn2+3) —4) 
#  c o m p u t e  t e s t  s t a t i s t i c  W n  u s i n g  J n 2  
#  a n d  w r i t e  i t  i n t o  v e c t o r  W n 2  
temp <- 0 
f o r  ( j  i n  l : J n 3 )  
{  f o r  ( k  i n  1  : ( 2 * j  ) )  
{ temp <- temp + alpha [j ,k]* alpha [j ,k] 
} 
} 
W n 3 [ i ]  < -  ( 2 *  p i  * n * t e m p  —  2 * ( J n 3  +  l ) + l ) / s q r t  ( 2 * ( J n 3 + 3 ) — 4 )  
temp <— 0 
f o r  ( j  i n  l : J n 4 )  
{  f o r  ( k  i n  1  : ( 2 " j  ) )  
{ temp <- temp + alpha [j ,k]* alpha [j ,k] 
} 
} 
W n 4 [ i ]  < —  ( 2 *  p i  * n * t e m p  —  2 " (  J n 4  + 1 ) + 1 ) /  s q r t  ( 2 ~ (  J n 4 + 3 )  —  4 )  
t 2  < —  q u a n t i l e  ( W n 2 ,  p r o b s = 0 . 9 5 )  
# compute ECV of Wn2 
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t3 <- quantile (Wn3, probs=0.95) 
#  c o m p u t e  E C V  o f  W n 3  
t4 <- quantile (Wn4, probs=0.95) 
#  c o m p u t e  E C V  o f  W n 4  
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########################################################## 
#### computing the empirical critical value of Tn #### 
########################################################## 
l i b r a r y  ( g d a t a )  
N <- 10000 
n <- 256 
J  < -  l o g 2 ( n ) - l  
c  < —  1  
dl <- 2 
d 2  < -  2 . 5  
T1 <- rep (0 ,N) 
#  i n i t i a t e  N = 1 0 0 0 0  T n ' s  u s i n g  c = l ,  d l = 2  u n d e r  H O  
T 2  < -  r e p ( 0 , N )  
#  i n i t i a t e  N = 1 0 0 0 0  T n ' s  u s i n g  c  =  l ,  d 2 = 2 . 5  u n d e r  H O  
f o r  ( i  i n  1 : N )  
{  x  < —  r n o r m ( n )  #  g e n e r a t e  d a t a  u n d e r  H O  
a v e r a g e  < -  m e a n ( x )  #  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  m e a n  
v a r  < -  m e a n ( ( x - a v e r a g e  ) " 2 )  
#  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  a u t o c o v a r i a n c e  a t  h = 0  
rho <- rep (0 ,n —1) 
#  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  a u t o c o r r e l a t i o n s  
f o r  ( h  i n  l : ( n  — 1 ) )  
{  f o r  ( t  i n  ( h  +  l ) : n )  
{  r h o [ h ]  < —  r h o [ h ]  +  ( x  [  t ]  — a v e r a g e  )  
* ( x  [  t — h ] —  a v e r a g e  )  
} 
r h o [ h ]  < —  r h o [ h ] / n  
r h o [ h ]  < —  r h o  [ h ] / v a r  
} 
r m ( h )  
a l p h a  < —  m a t r i x  ( r e p  ( 0  ,  J  * 2 "  J ) ,  n r o w = J  ,  n c o l  = 2 "  J )  
#  i n i t i a t e  w a v e l e t  c o e f f i c i e n t s  
#  a n d  r e c o r d  t h e m  i n  m a t r i x  " a l p h a "  
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : J )  
{  f o r  ( k  i n  ( 2 " ( j  - l ) ) : ( 2 " j - l ) )  
{  f o r  ( h  i n  l : ( n  —  1 ) )  
#  n u m b e r  o f  s i m u l a t i o n  
#  s a m p l e  s i z e  
#  n u m b e r  o f  r e s o l u t i o n  l e v e l s  
#  f o r  w a v e l e t  c o e f f i c i e n t s  
#  p a r a m e t e r  f o r  T n  
#  p a r a m e t e r  f o r  T n  




r m ( j )  
r m ( k )  
r m ( h )  
a l p h a . h a l f  < —  u n m a t r i x  (  a l p h a  ,  b y r o w = T R U E )  
#  c o n v e r t  m a t r i x  " t e m p "  i n t o  
#  a  v e c t o r  n a m e d  "  a l p h a - h a l f "  
a l p h a . h a l f  < —  a l p h a _ h a l f  [  a l p h a _ h a l f  ! =  0 ]  
#  r e m o v e  z e r o s  f r o m  " a l p h a _ h a l f "  
a n l  < -  c * (  l o g  ( n / 2 ) ) * ( (  —  1  ) * d l )  
d e l t a l  < -  s q r t ( 2 * l o g ( a n l * n / 2 ) )  
mul <— (2* pi )A( — 1/2)* anl A( — 1)* delta 1 
* ( l  +  d e l t a l  " ( — 2 ) )  
v a r l  < -  ( 2 *  p i  ) * (  —  1 / 2 ) *  a n l  A (  - 1 ) *  d e l t a  1  " 3  
* ( 1 + 3 *  d e l t a l  " ( - 2 ) )  
temp <- alpha-half *(abs( sqrt (2* pi*n)* alpha_half) 
>  d e l t a l  )  
T l [ i ]  < —  ( 2 *  p i * n * s u m ( t e m p ' 2 )  —  m u l ) / s q r t  (  v a r l )  
#  c o m p u t e  t e s t  s t a t i s t i c  T 1  u s i n g  c  =  l ,  d l = 2  
r m (  t e m p )  
an2 <- c*(log(n/2))A(( — l)*d2) 
d e l t a 2  < —  s q r t  ( 2 *  l o g  ( a n 2 * n / 2 ) )  
mu2 <- (2* pi)"( — 1/2)* an2*( - 1)* delta2 
* (  1  +  d e l t a 2  ~ (  — 2 ) )  
v a r 2  < -  ( 2 * p i ) A (  —  1 / 2 ) *  a n 2 * (  —  l ) * d e l t a 2 * 3  
* ( l + 3 * d e l t a 2 " ( — 2 ) )  
temp <— alpha_half *( abs ( sqrt (2* pi*n)* alpha.half) 
>  d e l t a 2 )  
T 2 [ i ]  < -  ( 2 *  p i * n * s u m ( t e m p " 2 )  -  m u 2 ) / s q r t  ( v a r 2  )  
#  c o m p u t e  t e s t  s t a t i s t i c  T 2  u s i n g  c  =  l ,  d 2 = 2 . 5  
r m ( t e m p )  
{  a l p h a [ j , k ]  < -  a l p h a [ j , k ]  +  
r h o [ h ] * s i n ( 2 * p i * h / ( 2 " j ) * ( l / 2  +  k ) )  
* ( s i n ( 2 * p i * h / ( 2 " ( j + 2 ) ) ) ) " 2 / ( 2 * p i * h )  
} 
a l p h a [ j , k ]  < -  a l p h a  [ j  ,  k  ]  *  2 "  ( j  / 2  +  3 )  
/ s q r t  ( 2 *  p i )  
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t l  < -  q u a n t i l e ( T l ,  p r o b s = 0 . 9 5 )  
#  c o m p u t e  E C V  o f  T n  u s i n g  c  =  l ,  d l = 2  
t2 <- quantile(T2, probs=0.95) 
#  c o m p u t e  E C V  o f  T n  u s i n g  c  =  l ,  d 2 = 2 . 5  
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######################################################### 
### computing the empirical critical value of Wan ### 
######################################################### 
l i b r a r y  ( g d a t a )  
N <- 10000 
n <- 256 
J  < -  l o g 2  ( n ) - l  
T  < -  r e p  ( 0  , N )  
f o r  ( i  i n  1 : N )  
{  x  < —  r n o r m ( n )  #  g e n e r a t e  d a t a  u n d e r  H O  
a v e r a g e  < —  m e a n ( x )  #  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  m e a n  
var <- mean((x-average )"2) 
#  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  a u t o c o v a r i a n c e  a t  h = 0  
r h o  < -  r e p ( 0 , n  — 1 )  
#  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  a u t o c o r r e l a t i o n s  
f o r  ( h  i n  l : ( n  — 1 ) )  
{  f o r  ( t  i n  ( h  +  l ) : n )  
{  r h o [ h ]  < —  r h o [ h ]  +  ( x  [  t ]  — a v e r a g e  )  
* ( x  [  t — h ] —  a v e r a g e  )  
} 
r h o [ h ]  < -  r h o [ h ] / n  
r h o [ h ]  < —  r h o [ h ] / v a r  
} 
r m ( h )  
a l p h a  < -  m a t r i x  ( r e p  ( 0  ,  J  * 2 "  J ) ,  n r o w = J  ,  n c o l  = 2 "  J )  
#  i n i t i a t e  w a v e l e t  c o e f f i c i e n t s  
#  a n d  r e c o r d  t h e m  i n  m a t r i x  " a l p h a "  
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : J )  
{  f o r  ( k  i n  ( 2 " (  j  —  l ) ) : ( 2 A j  — 1 ) )  
{  f o r  ( h  i n  l : ( n  — 1 ) )  
{  a l p h a [ j , k ]  < —  a l p h a [ j , k ]  +  
r h o  [ h ] * s i n ( 2 * p i * h / ( 2 " j  ) * ( l / 2  +  k ) )  
* ( s i n ( 2 * p i * h / ( 2 A ( j + 2 ) ) ) ) ~ 2 / ( 2 * p i * h )  
}  
a l p h a  [ j  , k ]  < -  a l p h a  [ j  , k ]  * 2 " (  j  / 2  +  3 )  
/  s q r t  ( 2 *  p i )  
} 
#  n u m b e r  o f  s i m u l a t i o n  
#  s a m p l e  s i z e  
#  n u m b e r  o f  r e s o l u t i o n  l e v e l s  
#  f o r  w a v e l e t  c o e f f i c i e n t s  
#  i n i t i a t e  N = 1 0 0 0 0  W a n ' s  u n d e r  H O  
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} 
r m ( j )  
r m ( k )  
r m ( h )  
a l p h a . h a l f  < -  u n m a t r i x  ( a l p h a  ,  b y r o w = T R U E )  
a l p h a _ h a l f  < -  a s  .  v e c t o r  (  a l p h a . h a l f )  
#  c o n v e r t  m a t r i x  " a l p h a "  i n t o  
#  a  v e c t o r  n a m e d  " a l p h a . h a l f "  
a l p h a . h a l f  < -  a l p h a - h a l f  [  a l p h a . h a l f  ! =  0 ]  
# remove zeros from "alpha.half" 
V  < -  r e p  ( 0  , n / 2 - l )  
#  s c a n  t h r o u g h  a l l  t h e  v a l u e s  
#  b y  r e c o r d i n g  t h e m  i n t o  V  
#  t o  f i n d  t h e  m a x i m u m  
#  a n d  l e t  i t  b e  t h e  t e s t  s t a t i s t i c  
f o r  ( j  i n  l : ( n / 2 - 2 ) )  
{ temp <- alpha.half 
f o r  ( k  i n  ( j  + 1 ) : ( n / 2  - 1 ) )  
{  t e m p [ k ]  < -  0  
} 
V [ j ]  < -  ( ( 2 *  p i * n ) * s u m ( t e m p " 2 ) - j  ) / s q r t  ( 2 *  j )  
} 
V [ n / 2  — 1 ]  < —  ( ( 2 *  p i * n ) * s u m (  a l p h a . h a l f  " 2 )  
— ( n / 2  —  l ) ) / s q r t ( 2 * ( n / 2  —  1 ) )  
r m ( j )  
r m ( k )  
m  < —  ( 1  : ( n / 2  -  l ) ) [ V = = m a x ( V ) ]  
#  f i n d  t h e  l o c a t i o n  o f  w h e r e  m a x  i s  d e r i v e d  
T  [  i  ]  < -  s q r t ( 2 * l o g ( l o g ( n / 2  —  l ) ) ) * V [ m ]  
- ( 2 * l o g  ( l o g  ( n / 2  -  l ) ) + 0 . 5 *  l o g  ( l o g  ( l o g  ( n / 2  - 1 ) ) )  
- 0 . 5 * l o g ( 4 *  p i ) )  
#  c o m p u t e  t e s t  s t a t i s t i c  W a n  
#  a n d  w r i t e  i t  i n t o  v e c t o r  T  
} 
t  < —  q u a n t i l e ( T ,  p r o b s - 0 . 9 5 )  
#  c o m p u t e  E C V  o f  W a n  
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######################################################### 
############### computing level of Qm ############### 
######################################################### 
N <- 10000 ### number of simulation 
n <— 256 ### sample size 
Q  < -  r e p ( 0 , N )  # # #  i n i t i a t e  N = 1 0 0 0 0  Q m ' s  u n d e r  H O  
m <— 1 ### window length of Qm 
c  < -  3 . 8 4  # # #  A C V  o f  Q m  w h e n  m = l  
#c <- 3.83 ### ECV of Qn when m=l for n=256 
#c <- 3.85 ### ECV of Qn when m=l for n=512 
#c <- 5.99 ### ACV of Qm when m=2 
#c <— 5.94 ### ECV of Qn when m=2 for n=256 
#c <— 6.01 ### ECV of Qm when m=2 for n=512 
#c <- 7.81 ### ACV of Qn when m=3 
#c <- 7.83 ### ECV of Qn when m=3 for n=256 
#c <— 7.76 ### ECV of Qn when m=3 for n=512 
f o r  ( i  i n  1 : N )  
{  x  < —  r n o r m ( n )  #  g e n e r a t e  d a t a  u n d e r  H O  
r  < —  r e p ( 0 , m )  #  i n i t i a t e  s a m p l e  a u t o c o r r e l a t i o n s  
f o r  ( k  i n  1  : m )  #  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  a u t o c o r r e l a t i o n s  
{  f o r  ( t  i n  ( k  +  l ) : n )  
{  r [ k ]  < -  r [ k ]  +  x [ t ] * x [ t - k ]  
} 
r  [  k  ]  < -  r  [  k  ]  /  s u m  ( x  *  2 )  
} 
r m ( k )  
r m ( t )  
f o r  ( k  i n  l : m )  
{  Q [ i ]  < -  Q [ i ] +  ( r [ k ] ~ 2 ) / ( n — k )  
} 
r m ( k )  
Q [ i ]  < —  n * ( n + 2 ) * Q [ i ]  #  c o m p u t e  Q m  
l e v e l  < -  m e a n ( ( Q  >  c ) )  #  c o m p u t e  l e v e l  o f  Q n  
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######################################################### 
############### computing level of Kn ############### 
######################################################### 
N <- 10000 
n <- 256 
p n l  < -  6  
pn2 <- 9 
pn3 <- 16 
# p n l  < -  6  
#pn2 <- 10 
#pn3 <- 19 
M l  < -  r e p  ( 0  , N )  
M 2  < -  r e p  ( 0  , N )  
M 3  < -  r e p  ( 0  , N )  
c  < -  1 . 6 4 5  
#  n u m b e r  o f  s i m u l a t i o n  
#  s a m p l e  s i z e  
#  p a r a m e t e r  p n l  f o r  n = 2 5 6  
#  p a r a m e t e r  p n 2  f o r  n = 2 5 6  
#  p a r a m e t e r  p n 3  f o r  n = 2 5 6  
#  p a r a m e t e r  p n l  f o r  n = 5 1 2  
#  p a r a m e t e r  p n 2  f o r  n = 5 1 2  
#  p a r a m e t e r  p n 3  f o r  n = 5 1 2  
#  i n i t i a t e  N = 1 0 0 0 0  K n ' s  u s i n g  p n l  u n d e r  H O  
#  i n i t i a t e  N = 1 0 0 0 0  K n ' s  u s i n g  p n 2  u n d e r  H O  
#  i n i t i a t e  N = 1 0 0 0 0  K n ' s  u s i n g  p n 3  u n d e r  H O  
# ACV of Kn 
cl <- 1 . 9 4  # ECV o f  K n  u s i n g  p n l  a n d  n=256 
c2 <— 1 . 9 2  # ECV o f  K n  u s i n g  p n 2  a n d  n=256 
c3 <- 1 . 9 0  # ECV o f  K n  u s i n g  p n 3  a n d  n=256 
# c  1  < - 2 . 0 0  # ECV o f  K n  u s i n g  p n l  a n d  n = 5 1 2  
#c2 <- 1 . 9 8  # ECV o f  K n  u s i n g  p n 2  a n d  n = 5 1 2  
#c3 <- 1 . 9 4  # ECV o f  K n  u s i n g  p n 3  a n d  n = 5 1 2  
f o r  ( i  i n  1 : N )  
{  x  < —  r n o r m ( n )  #  g e n e r a t e  d a t a  u n d e r  H O  
a v e r a g e  < —  m e a n ( x )  #  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  m e a n  
gamma <- rep(0,n-l) 
#  i n i t i a t e  s a m p l e  a u t o c o v a r i a n c e s  
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : ( n  —  1 ) )  
#  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  a u t o c o v a r i a n c e s  
{  f o r  ( t  i n  ( a b s ( j ) + 1 ) : n )  
{  g a m m a [ j ]  < -  g a m m a [ j ]  +  ( x  [  t ] - a v e r a g e  )  
* ( x  [  t - a b s  ( j ) ]  -  a v e r a g e  )  
} 
} 
gamma <- gamma/n 
gammaO <— mean((x— average )"2) 
r <— gamma/gammaO 
#  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  a u t o c o r r e l a t i o n s  
r m (  j )  
r m (  t )  
kappa <- function(z) 
#  d e f i n e  D a n i e l l  k e r n e l  f u n c t i o n  
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{  s i n  ( p i * z  ) / (  p i * z )  
} 
C  < -  0  
#  c o m p u t e  t h e  s e c o n d  t e r m  i n  t h e  n u m e r a t o r  o f  
f o r  ( j  i n  l : ( n - l ) )  
{  C  < -  C  +  ( l - j / n ) * ( k a p p a ( j / p n l ) ) " 2  
} 
r m ( j )  
D  < -  0  
#  c o m p u t e  t h e  d e n o m i n a t o r  o f  K n  
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : ( n  — 2 ) )  
{  D  < -  D  +  ( l - j / n ) * ( l - ( j + l ) / n )  
* ( k a p p a ( j / p n l  ) ) A 4  
} 
r m ( j )  
temp <- 0 
f o r  ( j  i n  1 :  ( n  —  1 ) )  
{ temp <— temp + (kappa( j/pnl )* r [ j ])"2 
} 
temp <- temp*n 
r m (  j )  
M l [  i  ]  < -  ( t e m p  -  C ) / s q r t ( 2 * D )  
#  c o m p u t e  K n  u s i n g  p n l  
C  < -  0  
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : ( n  —  1 ) )  
{  C  < -  C  +  ( l - j / n ) * ( k a p p a ( j / p n 2 ) ) * 2  
} 
r m ( j )  
D  < -  0  
f o r  ( j  i n  l : ( n - 2 ) )  
{  D  < -  D  +  ( 1  — j / n ) * ( l — ( j + l ) / n )  
* ( k a p p a ( j / p n 2 ) ) * 4  
} 
r m ( j )  
temp <- 0 
f o r  ( j  i n  1 :  ( n  —  1 ) )  
{ temp <- temp + (kappa(j/pn2)*r[j ])"2 
} 
temp <- temp*n 
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r m ( j )  
M 2 [ i ]  < -  ( t e m p  -  C ) / s q r t ( 2 * D )  
C  < -  0  
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : ( n  —  1 ) )  
{  C  < —  C  +  ( 1 - j / n ) * (  k a p p a (  j / p n 3  ) ) * 2  
} 
r m ( j )  
D  < -  0  
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : ( n  —  2 ) )  
{  D  < -  D  +  ( 1 - j  / n ) * ( l  — ( j  + 1  ) / n )  
* ( k a p p a ( j  / p n 3  ) ) " 4  
} 
r m ( j )  
temp <- 0 
f o r  ( j  i n  1 :  ( n  —  1 ) )  
{ temp <- temp + (kappa(j/pn3)*r [j ])*2 
} 
temp <— temp*n 
r m (  j )  
M3[ i ] <- (temp - C)/sqrt(2*D) 
} 
l e v e l  1  _ A C V  < -  m e a n  ( ( M l  >  c ) )  
#  l e v e l  o f  K n  u s i n g  A C V  a n d  p n l  
l e v e l 2 _ A C V  < —  m e a n ( ( M 2  >  c ) )  
#  l e v e l  o f  K n  u s i n g  A C V  a n d  p n 2  
l e v e l 3 _ A C V  < —  m e a n ( ( M 3  >  c ) )  
#  l e v e l  o f  K n  u s i n g  A C V  a n d  p n 3  
l e v e l  1  _ E C V  < -  m e a n ( ( M l  >  c l ) )  
#  l e v e l  o f  K n  u s i n g  E C V  a n d  p n l  
l e v e l 2 _ E C V  < —  m e a n ( ( M 2  >  c 2 ) )  
#  l e v e l  o f  K n  u s i n g  E C V  a n d  p n 2  
l e v e l 3 _ E C V  < -  m e a n ( ( M 3  >  c 3 ) )  
#  l e v e l  o f  K n  u s i n g  E C V  a n d  p n 3  
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######################################################### 
############### computing level of Wn ############### 
######################################################### 
l i b r a r y  ( g d a t a )  
N <- 10000 
n <- 256 
J  < -  l o g 2  ( n ) - l  
Jn2 <- 2 
Jn3 <— 3 
Jn4 <- 4 
Wn2 <- rep (0 ,N) 
Wn3 <- rep (0 ,N) 
Wn4 <- rep (0 ,N) 
t _ a c v  < —  1 . 6 4 5  
t 2 _ e c v  < —  1 . 5 6  
t 3 _ e c v  < —  1 . 5 5  
t 4 _ e c v  < —  1 . 4 8  
# t 2 _ e c v  < —  1 . 5 9  
# t 3 _ e c v  < -  1 . 5 8  
# t 4 _ e c v  < -  1 . 5 7  
f o r  ( i  i n  1 : N )  
{  x  < —  r n o r m ( n )  #  g e n e r a t e  d a t a  u n d e r  H O  
a v e r a g e  < —  m e a n ( x )  #  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  m e a n  
v a r  < —  m e a n ( ( x —  a v e r a g e  ) * 2 )  
#  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  a u t o c o v a r i a n c e  a t  h = 0  
r h o  < —  r e p ( 0 , n  — 1 )  
#  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  a u t o c o r r e l a t i o n s  
f o r  ( h  i n  l : ( n  — 1 ) )  
{  f o r  ( t  i n  ( h  +  l ) : n )  
{  r h o [ h ]  < —  r h o [ h ]  +  ( x  [  t ] — a v e r a g e  )  
* ( x [ t — h ]  —  a v e r a g e )  
} 
r h o [ h ]  < —  r h o [ h ] / n  
r h o [ h ]  < —  r h o [ h ] / v a r  
} 
r m ( h )  
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#  n u m b e r  o f  s i m u l a t i o n  
#  s a m p l e  s i z e  
#  n u m b e r  o f  r e s o l u t i o n  l e v e l s  
#  f o r  w a v e l e t  c o e f f i c i e n t s  
#  p a r a m e t e r  o f  W n  
#  p a r a m e t e r  o f  W n  
#  p a r a m e t e r  o f  W n  
#  i n i t i a t e  N = 1 0 0 0 0  W n ' s  u s i n g  J n 2  u n d e r  H O  
#  i n i t i a t e  N = 1 0 0 0 0  W n ' s  u s i n g  J n 3  u n d e r  H O  
#  i n i t i a t e  N = 1 0 0 0 0  W n ' s  u s i n g  J n 4  u n d e r  H O  
# ACV of Wn 
# ECV of Wn using Jn2 for n=256 
# ECV of Wn using Jn3 for n=256 
# ECV of Wn using Jn4 for n=256 
# ECV of Wn using Jn2 for n=512 
# ECV of Wn using Jn3 for n=512 
# ECV of Wn using Jn4 for n=512 
a l p h a  < -  m a t r i x  ( r e p  ( 0  ,  J  * 2 "  J ) ,  n r o w = J  ,  n c o l  = 2 "  J )  
#  i n i t i a t e  w a v e l e t  c o e f f i c i e n t s  
#  a n d  r e c o r d  t h e m  i n  m a t r i x  " a l p h a "  
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : J )  
{  f o r  ( k  i n  1 : ( 2 " j  ) )  
{  f o r  ( h  i n  l : ( n  — 1 ) )  
{  a l p h a [ j , k ]  < -  a l p h a [ j , k ]  +  
r h o [ h ] * s i n ( 2 * p i * h / ( 2 ~ j ) * ( l / 2  +  k ) )  
* ( s i n ( 2 * p i * h / ( 2 " ( j + 2 ) ) ) ) " 2 / ( 2 * p i * h )  
} 
a l p h a [ j , k ]  < -  a l p h a  [ j  , k ] * 2 A ( j  / 2  +  3 )  
/  s q r t  ( 2 *  p i )  
} 
} 
r m ( j )  
r m ( k )  
r m ( h )  
temp <- 0 
#  i n i t i a t e  t e m p  a n d  u s e  i t  t o  c o m p u t e  t h e  s u m m a t i o n  
#  o f  a l p h a  [ j  , k ] " 2  f r o m  l e v e l  1  t o  l e v e l  J n  
f o r  ( j  i n  l : J n 2 )  
{  f o r  ( k  i n  1  : ( 2 A j  ) )  
{ temp <— temp + alpha [j , k]* alpha [j , k] 
} 
} 
Wn2[ i ] <- (2* pi *n* temp — 2~( Jn2 + l)+l)/sqrt (2A(Jn2+3)—4) 
#  c o m p u t e  t e s t  s t a t i s t i c  W n  u s i n g  J n 2  
#  a n d  w r i t e  i t  i n t o  v e c t o r  W n 2  
temp <- 0 
f o r  ( j  i n  l : J n 3 )  
{  f o r  ( k  i n  1  : ( 2 " j  ) )  
{ temp <— temp + alpha [j ,k]* alpha [j ,k] 
} 
} 
W n 3 [ i ]  < -  ( 2 *  p i * n * t e m p - 2 " (  J n 3  +  1 ) + 1 ) /  s q r t  ( 2 ~ (  J n 3 + 3 ) - 4 )  
temp <— 0 
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : J n 4 )  
{  f o r  ( k  i n  1  : ( 2 A j  ) )  
{ temp <— temp + alpha [j ,k]* alpha [j ,k] 
} 
} 
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W n 4 [ i ]  < -  ( 2 *  p i * n * t e m p - 2 ' (  J n 4  + 1 ) + 1 ) / s q r t  ( 2 " (  J n 4 + 3 )  
} 
l e v e ! 2 _ a c v  < —  m e a n ( ( W n 2  >  t _ a c v ) )  
#  l e v e l  o f  W n  u s i n g  A C V  a n d  J n 2  
l e v e l 3 . a c v  < -  m e a n ( ( W n 3  >  t _ a c v ) )  
#  l e v e l  o f  W n  u s i n g  A C V  a n d  J n 3  
l e v e l 4 _ a c v  < —  m e a n ( ( W n 4  >  t _ a c v ) )  
#  l e v e l  o f  W n  u s i n g  A C V  a n d  J n 4  
l e v e l 2 _ e c v  < -  m e a n ( ( W n 2  >  t 2 . e c v ) )  
#  l e v e l  o f  W n  u s i n g  E C V  a n d  J n 2  
l e v e l 3 _ e c v  < —  m e a n ( ( W n 3  >  t 3 _ e c v ) )  
#  l e v e l  o f  W n  u s i n g  E C V  a n d  J n 3  
l e v e l 4 _ e c v  < -  m e a n ( ( W n 4  >  t 4 _ e c v ) )  
#  l e v e l  o f  W n  u s i n g  p C V  a n d  J n 4  
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######################################################### 
############### computing level of Tn ############### 
######################################################### 
l i b r a r y  ( g d a t a )  
N <- 10000 # number of simulation 
n <- 256 # sample size 
J  < —  l o g 2 ( n ) - l  #  n u m b e r  o f  r e s o l u t i o n  l e v e l s  
#  f o r  w a v e l e t  c o e f f i c i e n t s  
c  < -  1  #  
dl <- 2 # 
d 2  < -  2 . 5  #  
T1 <- rep (0 ,N) 
#  i n i t i a t e  N = 1 0 0 0 0  
T 2  < -  r e p  ( 0  , N )  
#  i n i t i a t e  N = 1 0 0 0 0  
p a r a m e t e r  f o r  T n  
p a r a m e t e r  f o r  T n  
p a r a m e t e r  f o r  T n  
T n ' s  u s i n g  c  =  l ,  
T n ' s  u s i n g  c  =  l ,  
d l = 2  u n d e r  H O  
d 2 = 2 . 5  u n d e r  H O  
t  < -  1 . 6 4 5  
t l  < -  3 . 0 7  
t 2  < -  2 . 6 7  
# t l  < -  3 . 5 5  
# t 2  < -  2 . 9 7  
# ACV of Tn 
# ECV of Tn using c=l, dl=2 and n=256 
# ECV of Tn using c = l, dl=2.5 and n=256 
# ECV of Tn using c = 1, dl =2 and n=512 
# ECV of Tn using c = l, dl=2.5 and n=512 
f o r  ( i  i n  1 : N )  
{  x  < —  r n o r m ( n )  #  g e n e r a t e  d a t a  u n d e r  H O  
a v e r a g e  < -  m e a n ( x )  #  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  m e a n  
v a r  < -  m e a n ( ( x - a v e r a g e  ) * 2 )  
#  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  a u t o c o v a r i a n c e  a t  h = 0  
rho <- rep (0 ,n-l) 
#  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  a u t o c o r r e l a t i o n s  
f o r  ( h  i n  l : ( n  — 1 ) )  
{  f o r  ( t  i n  ( h  +  l ) : n )  
{  r h o [ h ]  < -  r h o [ h ]  +  ( x  [  t ] - a v e r a g e  )  
* ( x [ t - h ] - a v e r a g e )  
} 
r h o [ h ]  < -  r h o [ h ] / n  
r h o [ h ]  < -  r h o  [ h ] / v a r  
} 
r m ( h )  
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a l p h a  < —  m a t r i x  ( r e p  ( 0  ,  J  * 2 "  J ) ,  n r o w = J  ,  n c o l  = 2 "  J )  
#  i n i t i a t e  w a v e l e t  c o e f f i c i e n t s  
#  a n d  r e c o r d  t h e m  i n  m a t r i x  " a l p h a "  
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : J )  
{  f o r  ( k  i n  ( 2 " ( j  - l ) ) ; ( 2 A j - l ) )  
{  f o r  ( h  i n  1 : ( n  —  1 ) )  
{  a l p h a [ j , k ]  < -  a l p h a [ j , k ]  +  
r h o  [ h ] *  s i n ( 2 * p i * h / ( 2 " j  ) * ( l / 2  +  k ) )  
* ( s i n ( 2 * p i * h / ( 2 " ( j + 2 ) ) ) ) " 2 / ( 2 * p i * h )  
}  
a l p h a [ j , k ]  < -  a l p h a  [ j  , k ] * 2 " ( j / 2  +  3 )  
/  s q r t  ( 2 *  p i )  
} 
} 
r m (  j )  
r m ( k )  
r m ( h )  
a l p h a _ h a l f  < -  u n m a t r i x  ( a l p h a  ,  b y r o w = T R U E )  
#  c o n v e r t  m a t r i x  " t e m p "  i n t o  
#  a  v e c t o r  n a m e d  " a l p h a _ h a l f "  
a l p h a - h a l f  < —  a l p h a _ h a l f [ a l p h a _ h a l f  ! =  0 ]  
#  r e m o v e  z e r o s  f r o m  " a l p h a . h a l f "  
a n l  < -  c * (  l o g  ( n / 2 ) ) " ( (  —  1  ) * d l )  
d e l t a l  < —  s q r t  ( 2 * l o g ( a n l * n / 2 ) )  
m u l  < -  ( 2 *  p i  ) A (  -  1 / 2 ) *  a n l  A (  - 1 ) *  d e l t a  1  
* ( 1 +  d e l t a  1  A (  - 2 ) )  
v a r l  < —  ( 2 *  p i  ) A (  —  1 1 2 ) *  a n l " ( —  1 ) *  d e l t a  1  A 3  
* ( 1 + 3 *  d e l t a  1  A (  - 2 ) )  
t e m p  < —  a l p h a . h a l f  * (  a b s  (  s q r t  ( 2 *  p i  * n ) *  a l p h a _ h a l f )  
>  d e l t a  1  )  
T l [ i ]  < —  ( 2 *  p i * n * s u m ( t e m p " 2 )  —  m u l ) / s q r t  ( v a r  1 )  
#  c o m p u t e  t e s t  s t a t i s t i c  T 1  u s i n g  c  =  l ,  d l = 2  
r m (  t e m p )  
a n 2  < -  c * ( l o g ( n / 2 ) ) " ( (  -  1  ) * d 2 )  
d e l t a 2  < -  s q r t  ( 2 *  l o g  ( a n 2 * n / 2 ) )  
m u 2  < —  ( 2 *  p i ) " (  —  1 / 2 ) *  a n 2 " (  —  1 ) *  d e l t a 2  
* ( 1  +  d e l t a 2 " ( - 2 ) )  
v a r 2  < -  ( 2 *  p i ) " (  -  1 / 2 ) *  a n 2 ~ (  - 1 ) *  d e l t a 2  " 3  
* ( l + 3 * d e l t a 2 " ( — 2 ) )  
t e m p  < -  a l p h a _ h a l f  * (  a b s  (  s q r t  ( 2 *  p i  * n ) *  a l p h a . h a l f )  
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>  d e l t a 2 )  
T 2 [ i ]  < -  ( 2 * p i * n * s u m ( t e m p A 2 )  -  m u 2 ) / s q r t  ( v a r 2 )  
#  c o m p u t e  t e s t  s t a t i s t i c  T 2  u s i n g  c  =  l ,  d 2 = 2 . 5  
r m ( t e m p )  
} 
l e v e l  1 _ A C V  < -  m e a n ( ( T l  >  t ) )  
#  l e v e l  o f  T n  u s i n g  A C Y  a n d  c  =  l ,  d l = 2  
l e v e l 2 _ A C V  < -  m e a n ( ( T 2  >  t ) )  
#  l e v e l  o f  T n  u s i n g  A C V  a n d  c  =  l ,  d l  = 2 . 5  
l e v e l l _ E C V  < -  m e a n ( ( T l  >  t l  ) )  
#  l e v e l  o f  T n  u s i n g  E C V  a n d  c  =  l ,  d l = 2  
l e v e l 2 _ E C V  < -  m e a n ( ( T 2  >  t 2 ) )  
#  l e v e l  o f  T n  u s i n g  E C V  a n d  c  =  l ,  d l = 2 . 5  
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######################################################### 
############### computing level of Wan ############## 
######################################################### 
l i b r a r y  ( g d a t a )  
N <- 10000 
n <- 256 
J  < -  l o g 2 ( n ) — 1  
T  < -  r e p  ( 0  , N )  
t-ACV <- 2.97 
t _ E C V  < -  3 . 7 0  
# t _ E C V  < -  3 . 5 8  
f o r  ( i  i n  1 : N )  
{  x  < —  r n o r m ( n )  #  g e n e r a t e  d a t a  u n d e r  H O  
a v e r a g e  < -  m e a n ( x )  #  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  m e a n  
v a r  < —  m e a n ( ( x — a v e r a g e  ) * 2 )  
#  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  a u t o c o v a r i a n c e  a t  h = 0  
rho <- rep(0,n-l) 
#  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  a u t o c o r r e l a t i o n s  
f o r  ( h  i n  1  : ( n  — 1 ) )  
{  f o r  ( t  i n  ( h  +  l ) : n )  
{  r h o [ h ]  < -  r h o [ h ]  +  ( x  [  t ] - a v e r a g e  )  
* ( x [ t  — h ]  —  a v e r a g e )  
} 
r h o [ h ]  < —  r h o [ h ] / n  
r h o [ h ]  < -  r h o [ h ] / v a r  
} 
r m ( h )  
a l p h a  < -  m a t r i x  ( r e p  ( 0  ,  J * 2 "  J  )  , n r o w = J  ,  n c o l  = 2 *  J )  
#  i n i t i a t e  w a v e l e t  c o e f f i c i e n t s  
#  a n d  r e c o r d  t h e m  i n  m a t r i x  " a l p h a "  
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : J )  
{  f o r  ( k  i n  ( 2 " (  j  —  l ) ) : ( 2 * j  — 1 ) )  
{  f o r  ( h  i n  l : ( n  — 1 ) )  
{  a l p h a  [  j  ,  k ]  < -  a l p h a [ j , k ]  +  
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#  n u m b e r  o f  s i m u l a t i o n  
#  s a m p l e  s i z e  
#  n u m b e r  o f  r e s o l u t i o n  l e v e l s  
#  f o r  w a v e l e t  c o e f f i c i e n t s  
#  i n i t i a t e  N = 1 0 0 0 0  W a n ' s  u n d e r  H O  
# ACV of Wan 
# ECV of Wan for n=256 
# ECV of Wan for n=512 
r h o  [ h ] * s i n ( 2 * p i * h / ( 2 A j ) * ( l / 2  +  k ) )  
* ( s i n ( 2 * p i * h / ( 2 " ( j + 2 ) ) ) ) ~ 2 / ( 2 * p i * h )  
} 
a l p h a [ j , k ]  < -  a l p h a  [ j  ,  k ]  * 2 ~ (  j  / 2  +  3 )  
/  s q r t  ( 2 *  p i )  
} 
} 
r m ( j )  
r m ( k )  
r m ( h )  
a l p h a . h a l f  < —  u n m a t r i x  ( a l p h a  ,  b y r o w = T R U E )  
a l p h a . h a l f  < —  a s  .  v e c t o r  (  a l p h a . h a l f )  
#  c o n v e r t  m a t r i x  " a l p h a "  i n t o  
#  a  v e c t o r  n a m e d  " a l p h a . h a l f "  
a l p h a . h a l f  < —  a l p h a . h a l f  [  a l p h a . h a l f  ! =  0 ]  
# remove zeros from "alpha.half" 
V  < -  r e p  ( 0  , n / 2 - l )  
#  s c a n  t h r o u g h  a l l  t h e  v a l u e s  
#  b y  r e c o r d i n g  t h e m  i n t o  V  
#  t o  f i n d  t h e  m a x i m u m  
#  a n d  l e t  i t  b e  t h e  t e s t  s t a t i s t i c  
f o r  ( j  i n  l : ( n / 2 — 2 ) )  
{ temp <— alpha.half 
f o r  ( k  i n  ( j  +  1 ) : ( n / 2  -  1 ) )  
{  t e m p [ k ]  < -  0  
} 
V [ j ]  < -  ( ( 2 *  p i * n ) * s u m ( t e m p ~ 2 ) - j  ) / s q r t  ( 2 *  j )  
} 
V [ n / 2  — 1 ]  < —  ( ( 2 *  p i * n ) * s u m (  a l p h a . h a l f  " 2 )  
— ( n / 2  —  1 ) ) /  s q r t  ( 2 * ( n / 2  —  1 ) )  
r m (  j )  
r m ( k )  
m  < —  ( 1 :  ( n / 2  —  l ) ) [ V = = m a x ( V ) ]  
#  f i n d  t h e  l o c a t i o n  o f  w h e r e  m a x  i s  d e r i v e d  
T [ i ]  < -  s q r t  ( 2 *  l o g  ( l o g  ( n / 2  -  l ) ) ) * V [ m ]  
- ( 2 * l o g  ( l o g  ( n / 2  -  l ) ) + 0 . 5 *  l o g  ( l o g  ( l o g  ( n / 2  -  1 ) ) )  
- 0 . 5 * l o g  ( 4 *  p i ) )  
#  c o m p u t e  t e s t  s t a t i s t i c  W a n  
# and write it into vector T 
} 
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level_ACV <- mean((T > t_ACV)) 
#  l e v e l  o f  W a n  u s i n g  A C V  
level_ECV <- mean((T > t_ECV)) 
#  l e v e l  o f  W a n  u s i n g  E C V  
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######################################################### 
############### computing power of Qn ############### 
######################################################### 
N  < - 4000 ### number of simulation 
n  < - 256 ### sample size 
Q  < - r e p ( 0  , N )  ### i n i t i a t e  N = 2 0 0 0  Q n '  s  u n d e r  H I  
m  < - 1  ### window length o f  Q n  
c  < - 3 . 8 4  ### ACV of Qn when m=l 
#c <-•  3 . 8 3  ### ECV of Qn when m=l f o r  n=256 
#c <- 3 . 8 5  ### ECV of Qn when m=l f o r  n=512 
#c <- 5 . 9 9  ### ACV of Qn when m=2 
#c <-•  5 . 9 4  ### ECV of Qn when m=2 f o r  n=256 
#c <- 6 . 0 1  ### ECV of Qm when m=2 f o r  n=512 
#c <-•  7 . 8 1  ### ACV of Qn when m=3 
#c <-•  7 . 8 3  ### ECV of Qn when m=3 f o r  n=256 
#c <-•  7 . 7 6  ### ECV of Qn when m=3 f o r  n=512 
f o r  ( i  i n  1 : N )  
{  x  < —  a r i m a  .  s i m  (  1  i  s  t  (  o r d e r = c  ( 1  , 0  , 0 ) ,  a r = 0 . 2 ) ,  n )  
#  A R ( 1 )  
#x <— arima . sim ( 1 i s t ( order=c (1 ,0 ,0), ar=0.1), n) 
#  A R ( 1 )  
#x <— arima . sim ( 1 i s t ( order=c (4 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 3 )  , 0 . 3 ) ) ,  n )  
# AR(4) 
#x <— arima . sim( 1 i s t ( order=c (4 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 3 )  , 0 . 2 ) ) ,  n )  
# AR(4) 
#x <— arima . sim( 1 i s t ( order=c (13 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c  ( 0 . 2  ,  r e p  ( 0 , 1 0 ) , 0 . 3 , — 0 . 0 6 ) ) ,  n )  
# ARMA( 1 ,0)*(1 ,0)12 
#x <— arima . sim( list (order=c(13 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c  ( 0 . 1  ,  r e p  ( 0 , 1 0 ) , 0 . 2 , - 0 . 0 2 ) ) ,  n )  
# ARMA( 1 ,0)*(1 ,0)12 
#x <- arima . sim( list (order=c(12 ,0 ,1), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 ) , 0 . 3 )  ,  m a = 0 . 2 ) ,  n )  
#  A R M A ( 0  , 1  ) * (  1  , 0 ) 1 2  
#x <- arima . sim( list (order=c(12 ,0 ,1), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 2 ) ,  m a = 0 . 1 ) ,  n )  
# ARMA(0 ,1)*(1 ,0)12 
#x <- arima . sim( 1 is t ( order=c(12 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 4 ) ) ,  n )  
# AR( 12) 
#x <- arima . sim( 1 is t ( order=c( 12 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 3 ) ) ,  n )  
# AR( 12) 
#x <— arima . sim( list (order=c(24 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c  ( r e p  ( 0 , l l ) , 0 . 3 , r e p ( 0 , l l ) , 0 . 2 ) ) ,  n )  
#  A R M A ( 0 , 0 ) * ( 2 , 0 ) 1 2  
#x <- arima . sim( list (order=c(24 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 2  , r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 1 ) )  ,  n )  
#  A R M A ( 0 , 0 ) * ( 2 , 0 ) 1 2  
#x <— arima . sim( 1 i s t ( order=c (12 ,0 ,12), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 3 ) ,  m a = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 2 ) ) ,  n )  
# ARMA(0 ,0)*( 1 ,1)12 
#x <- arima . sim( list (order=c(12 ,0 ,12), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 2 ) ,  m a = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 1 ) ) ,  n )  
#  A R M A ( 0 , 0 ) * ( 1  , 1 ) 1 2  
r  < -  r e p ( 0 , m )  
# compute sample autocorrelations 
for (k in l:m) 
{  f o r  ( t  i n  ( k + l ) : n )  
{  r [ k ]  < -  r [ k ]  +  x [ t ] * x [ t - k ]  
} 
r [ k ] <— r [ k ] / sum (x A 2) 
} 
r m ( k )  
r m ( t )  
f o r  ( k  i n  1  : m )  
{  Q [ i ]  < -  Q [ i ] +  ( r [ k ] * 2 ) / ( n — k )  
} 
r m ( k )  
Q [  i  ]  < —  n * ( n + 2 ) * Q [ i ]  
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# compute Qm 
} 
power <- mean((Q > c)) 
# compute power of Qm 
######################################################### 
############### computing power of Kn ############### 
######################################################### 
N <- 4000 
n <- 256 
pnl <- 6 
pn2 <- 9 
pn3 <- 16 
#pnl <- 6 
#pn2 <- 10 
#pn3 <- 19 
M l  < -  r e p ( 0 , N )  
M2 <- rep (0 ,N) 
M3 <- rep (0 ,N) 
c  < -  1 . 6 4 5  
c l  < -  1 . 9 4  
c 2  < -  1 . 9 2  
c 3  < -  1 . 9 0  
# c  1  < -  2 . 0 0  
# c 2  < -  1 . 9 8  
# c 3  < -  1 . 9 4  
f o r  ( i  i n  1 : N )  
{  x  < —  a r i m a  .  s i m (  1  i  s  t  (  o r d e r = c  ( 1  , 0  , 0 ) ,  a r = 0 . 2 ) ,  n )  
#  A R ( 1 )  
#x <- arima . sim( 1 i s t ( order=c (1 ,0 ,0), ar=0.1), n) 
#  A R ( 1 )  
#x <- arima . sim( list ( order=c(4 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 3 )  , 0 . 3 ) ) ,  n )  
# AR(4) 
#x <— arima . sim ( 1 i s t ( order=c (4 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 3 )  , 0 . 2 ) ) ,  n )  
# AR(4) 
#x <— arima . sim( list ( order=c(13 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c ( 0 . 2  , r e p ( 0 , 1 0 ) , 0 . 3  ,  —  0 . 0 6 ) ) ,  n )  
# ARMA( 1 ,0)*(1 ,0)12 
#x <- arima . sim ( 1 i s t ( order=c (13 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c ( 0 . 1  , r e p ( 0 , 1 0 ) , 0 . 2 ,  -  0 . 0 2 ) ) ,  n )  
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# number of simulation 
# sample size 
#  p a r a m e t e r  p n l  f o r  n = 2 5 6  
#  p a r a m e t e r  p n 2  f o r  n = 2 5 6  
#  p a r a m e t e r  p n 3  f o r  n = 2 5 6  
#  p a r a m e t e r  p n l  f o r  n = 5 1 2  
#  p a r a m e t e r  p n 2  f o r  n = 5 1 2  
#  p a r a m e t e r  p n 3  f o r  n = 5 1 2  
#  i n i t i a t e  N = 2 0 0 0  K n ' s  u s i n g  p n l  u n d e r  H I  
#  i n i t i a t e  N = 2 0 0 0  K n ' s  u s i n g  p n 2  u n d e r  H I  
#  i n i t i a t e  N = 2 0 0 0  K n ' s  u s i n g  p n 3  u n d e r  H I  
# ACV of Kn 
# ECV of Kn using pnl and n=256 
# ECV of Kn using pn2 and n=256 
# ECV of Kn using pn3 and n=256 
# ECV of Rn using pnl and n=512 
# ECV of Kn using pn2 and n=512 
# ECV of Kn using pn3 and n=512 
# ARMA( 1 ,0)*( 1 ,0)12 
#x <- arima . sim( li s t ( order=c (12 ,0 ,1), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 3 ) ,  m a = 0 . 2 ) ,  n )  
# AEMA(0 , 1 )*(1 ,0)12 
#x <- arima . sim( list (order=c(12 ,0 ,1), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0 , 1 1 ) , 0 . 2 )  ,  m a  =  0 . 1 ) ,  n )  
# ARMA(0 ,1 )*( 1 ,0)12 
#x <- arima . sim( list ( order=c(12 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 4 ) ) ,  n )  
# AR( 12) 
#x <- arima . sim (1 i s t ( order=c (12 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 3 ) ) ,  n )  
# AR(12) 
#x <- arima . sim( 1 i s t ( order=c(24 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c (  r e p  ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 3  ,  r e p  ( 0 , 1 1 ) , 0 . 2 ) ) ,  n )  
#  A R M A ( 0 , 0 ) * ( 2  , 0 ) 1 2  
#x <- arima . sim ( 1 i s t ( order=c (24 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c (  r e p  ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 2  ,  r e p  ( 0 , 1 1 ) , 0 . 1 ) ) ,  n )  
#  A R M A ( 0 , 0 ) * ( 2 , 0 ) 1 2  
#x <— arima . sim (1 i s t ( order=c (12 ,0 ,12), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 3 ) ,  m a = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 2 ) ) ,  n )  
# ARMA( 0 ,0) * (1 ,1)12 
#x <- arima . sim( 1 i s t ( order=c(12 ,0 ,12), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 2 ) ,  m a = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 1 ) ) ,  n )  
#  A E M A ( 0  , 0 ) * ( 1  , 1 ) 1 2  
a v e r a g e  < —  m e a n ( x )  #  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  m e a n  
gamma <— rep(0,n —1) 
#  i n i t i a t e  s a m p l e  a u t o c o v a r i a n c e s  
for (j in 1:(n — 1)) 
# compute sample autocovariances 
{  f o r  ( t  i n  ( a b s ( j ) + 1 ) : n )  
{ gamma[ j ] <- gamma[j] + 
( x  [  t ] - a v e r a g e  ) * ( x  [  t - a b s  ( j ) ]  -  a v e r a g e )  
} 
} 
gamma <- gamma /n 
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gammaO <- mean((x-average )*2) 
r <— gamma/gammaO 
# compute sample autocorrelations 
r m ( j )  
r m ( t )  
kappa <- function (z) 
#  d e f i n e  D a n i e l l  k e r n e l  f u n c t i o n  
{  s i n  ( p i * z ) / ( p i * z )  
} 
C  < -  0  
# compute the second term in the numerator of Kn 
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : ( n  —  1 ) )  
{  C  < —  C  +  ( 1  —  j / n ) * ( k a p p a ( j / p n l  ) ) * 2  
} 
r m ( j )  
D  < -  0  
# compute the denominator of Kn 
f o r  ( j  i n  l : ( n  — 2 ) )  
{  D  < -  D  +  ( 1  — j / n ) * ( l — ( j + l ) / n )  
* ( k a p p a ( j / p n l  ) ) * 4  
} 
r m (  j )  
temp <— 0 
f o r ( j  i n  1 : ( n - 1 ) )  
{ temp <- temp + (kappa(j /pnl )* r [ j ] )~2 
} 
temp <- temp*n 
r m ( j )  
M l [ i ]  < —  ( t e m p  —  C ) / s q r t ( 2 * D )  
# compute Kn using pnl 
C  < -  0  
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : ( n —  1 ) )  
{  C  < —  C  +  ( 1  —  j / n ) * ( k a p p a ( j / p n 2 ) ) " 2  
} 
r m ( j )  
D  < -  0  
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : ( n - 2 ) )  
{  D  < -  D  +  ( 1  — j / n ) * ( l — ( j + l ) / n )  
* ( k a p p a ( j / p n 2 ) ) ~ 4  
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} 
r m ( j )  
temp <- 0 
f o r  ( j  i n  1 :  ( n  —  1 ) )  
{ temp <- temp + (kappa (j /pn2)*r [j ])"2 
} 
temp <- temp*n 
r m ( j )  
M2[ i ] <— (temp — C)/sqrt(2*D) 
C  < -  0  
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : ( n  —  1 ) )  
{  C  < -  C  +  ( l - j / n ) * ( k a p p a ( j / p n 3 ) ) A 2  
} 
r m ( j )  
D  < -  0  
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : ( n - 2 ) )  
{  D  < -  D  +  ( 1  —  j / n ) * ( l - ( j  + l ) / n )  
* ( k a p p a ( j / p n 3  ) ) " 4  
} 
r m ( j )  
temp <— 0 
f o r ( j  i n  1  : ( n  —  1 ) )  
{ temp <— temp + (kappa (j/pn3)* r [j ])"2 
} 
temp <— temp*n 
r m ( j )  
M 3 [ i ]  < -  ( t e m p  -  C ) / s q r t ( 2 * D )  
} 
power 1_ACV <— mean ((Ml > c)) 
# power of Kn using ACV and pnl 
power2.ACV <— mean((M2 > c)) 
# power of Kn using ACV and pn2 
power3_ACV <— mean((M3 > c)) 
# power of Kn using ACV and pn3 
power 1_ECV <— mean ((Ml > cl)) 
# power of Kn using ECV and pnl 
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power2_ECV <- mean((M2 > c2)) 
# power of Kn using ECV and pn2 
power3_ECV <- mean((M3 > c3)) 
# power of Kn using ECV and pn3 
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######################################################### 
############### computing power of Wn ############### 
######################################################### 
l i b r a r y  ( g d a t a )  
N <- 4000 # number of simulation 
n <— 256 # sample size 
J  < —  l o g 2 ( n )  — 1  #  n u m b e r  o f  r e s o l u t i o n  l e v e l s  
#  f o r  w a v e l e t  c o e f f i c i e n t s  
J n 2  < - 2  #  p a r a m e t e r  o f  W n  
J n 3  < - 3  #  p a r a m e t e r  o f  W n  
J n 4  < - 4  #  p a r a m e t e r  o f  W n  
Wn2 <- rep(0,N) # initiate N=2000 Wn's using Jn2 under HI 
Wn3 <— rep(0,N) # initiate N=2000 Wn's using Jn3 under HI 
Wn4 <— rep(0,N) # initiate N=2000 Wn's using Jn4 under HI 
t _ a c v  < —  1 . 6 4 5  #  A C V  o f  W n  
t 2 _ e c v  < -  1 . 5 6  #  E C V  o f  W n  u s i n g  J n 2  f o r  n = 2 5 6  
t 3 _ e c v  < -  1 . 5 5  #  E C V  o f  W n  u s i n g  J n 3  f o r  n = 2 5 6  
t 4 _ e c v  < —  1 . 4 8  #  E C V  o f  W n  u s i n g  J n 4  f o r  n = 2 5 6  
# t 2 _ e c v  < —  1 . 5 9  #  E C V  o f  W n  u s i n g  J n 2  f o r  n = 5 1 2  
# t 3 _ e c v  < —  1 . 5 8  #  E C V  o f  W n  u s i n g  J n 3  f o r  n = 5 1 2  
# t 4 _ e c v  < —  1 . 5 7  #  E C V  o f  W n  u s i n g  J n 4  f o r  n = 5 1 2  
f o r  ( i  i n  1 : N )  
{  x  < —  a r i m a  .  s i m (  l i s t  ( o r d e r = c ( l  , 0  , 0 ) ,  a r = 0 . 2 ) ,  n )  
#  A R ( 1 )  
#x <- arima . sim( list ( order=c(l ,0 ,0), ar=0.1), n) 
#  A R ( 1 )  
#x <— arima . sim (1 i s t ( order=c (4 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c ( r e p  ( 0  , 3 ) , 0 . 3 ) )  ,  n )  
#  A R ( 4 )  
#x <- arima . sim( list ( order=c(4 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 3 )  , 0 . 2 ) ) ,  n )  
#  A R ( 4 )  
#x <— arima . sim ( 1 i s t ( order=c (13 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c  ( 0 . 2  ,  r e p  ( 0 , 1 0 ) , 0 . 3 , — 0 . 0 6 ) ) ,  n )  
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# ARMA( 1 ,0)*(1 ,0)12 
#x <- arima . sim( list ( order=c(13 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c  ( 0 . 1  ,  r e p  ( 0 , 1 0 ) , 0 . 2 ,  - 0 . 0 2 ) ) ,  n )  
# ARMA( 1 ,0)*(1 ,0)12 
#x <- arima . sim ( 1 i s t ( order=c (12 ,0 ,1), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 3 ) ,  m a = 0 . 2 ) ,  n )  
# ARMA.(0 ,1)*(1 ,0)12 
#x <- arima . sim (1 i s t ( order=c (12 ,0 ,1), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 2 ) ,  m a = 0 . 1 ) ,  n )  
# ARMA(0 ,1 )*( 1 ,0)12 
#x <- arima . sim (1 i s t ( order=c (12 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 4 ) ) ,  n )  
# AR( 12) 
#x <- arima . sim ( 1 i s t ( order=c (12 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 3 ) ) ,  n )  
# AR( 12) 
#x <- arima . sim( 1 i s t ( order=c (24 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c (  r e p  ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 3  ,  r e p  ( 0 , 1 1 ) , 0 . 2 ) ) ,  n )  
# AKMA(0 ,0)*(2 ,0)12 
#x <— arima . sim( 1 i s t ( order=c (24 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c (  r e p  ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 2  ,  r e p  ( 0 , 1 1 ) , 0 . 1 ) ) ,  n )  
# ARMA(0 ,0)*(2 ,0)12 
#x <- arima . sim( list ( order=c(12 ,0 ,12), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 3 ) ,  m a = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1  1 )  , 0 . 2 ) ) ,  n )  
#  A R M A ( 0 , 0 ) * ( 1  , 1 ) 1 2  
#x <— arima . sim( 1 i s t ( order=c (12 ,0 ,12), 
a r = c (  r e p  ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 2 )  ,  m a = c  (  r e p  ( 0  , 1  1 )  , 0 . 1 ) )  ,  n )  
#  A R M A ( 0 , 0 ) * ( 1  , 1 ) 1 2  
a v e r a g e  < —  m e a n ( x )  #  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  m e a n  
var <— mean((x— average )~2) 
# compute sample autocovariance at h=0 
rho <— rep (0 ,n —1) 
# compute sample autocorrelations 
for (h in 1:(n — 1)) 
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{  f o r  ( t  i n  ( h  +  l ) : n )  
{  r h o [ h ]  < -  r h o [ h ]  +  ( x  [  t ] - a v e r a g e )  
* ( x [ t - h ] -  a v e r a g e )  
} 
r h o [ h ]  < -  r h o [ h ] / n  
r h o [ h ]  < -  r h o [ h ] / v a r  
} 
r m ( h )  
alpha <- matrix (rep (0 , J *2'J ), nrow=J , ncol =2" J) 
#  i n i t i a t e  w a v e l e t  c o e f f i c i e n t s  
# and record them in matrix "alpha" 
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : J )  
{  f o r  ( k  i n  1  : { 2 " ]  ) )  
{  f o r  ( h  i n  l : ( n - l ) )  
{  a l p h a  [  j  ,  k ]  < -  a l p h a [ j , k ]  +  
r h o  [ h ] * s i n ( 2 * p i * h / ( 2 ' j ) * ( l / 2  +  k ) )  
* ( s i n ( 2 * p i * h / ( 2 " ( j + 2 ) ) ) ) ' 2 / ( 2 * p i * h )  
} 
a l p h a  [  j  ,  k  ]  < -  a l p h a  [ j  , k ] * 2 " ( j  / 2  +  3 )  
/ s q r t ( 2 * p i )  
} 
} 
r m ( j )  
r m ( k )  
r m ( h )  
temp <- 0 
#  i n i t i a t e  t e m p  a n d  u s e  i t  t o  c o m p u t e  t h e  s u m m a t i o n  
#  o f  a l p h a  [ j  , k ] " 2  f r o m  l e v e l  1  t o  l e v e l  J n  
f o r  ( j  i n  l : J n 2 )  
{  f o r  ( k  i n  1 : ( 2 " j  ) )  
{ temp <- temp + alpha [j ,k]* alpha [j ,k] 
} 
} 
W n 2 [ i ]  < —  ( 2 *  p i  * n * t e m p  —  2 " (  J n 2  + 1 ) +  1 ) /  s q r t  ( 2 " (  J n 2 + 3 )  —  4 )  
# compute test statistic Wn using Jn2 
# and write it into vector Wn2 
temp <— 0 
f o r  ( j  i n  l : J n 3 )  
{  f o r  ( k  i n  1  : ( 2 ~ j  ) )  




Wn3[i] <- (2* pi *n*temp — 2A( Jn3 +1)+1)/ sqrt (2 A( Jn3+3)-4) 
temp <- 0 
f o r  ( j  i n  l : J n 4 )  
{  f o r  ( k  i n  1  : ( 2 - j  ) )  
{ temp <- temp + alpha [j ,k]* alpha [j ,k] 
} } 
Wn4[i] <- (2* pi*n*temp-2"(Jn4 + l)+l)/sqrt (2"( Jn4+3)-4) 
} 
p o w e r 2 _ a c v  < -  m e a n ( ( W n 2  >  t _ a c v  ) )  
# power of Wn using ACV and Jn2 
power3.acv <- mean((Wn3 > t_acv )) 
# power of Wn using ACV and Jn3 
power4_acv <- mean((Wn4 > t_acv)) 
# power of Wn using ACV and Jn4 
power2_ecv <- mean((Wn2 > t2_ecv)) 
# power of Wn using ECV and Jn2 
power3_ecv <— mean((Wn3 > t3_ecv)) 
# power of Wn using ECV and Jn3 
power4_ecv <- mean((Wn4 > t4_ecv)) 
# power of Wn using ECV and Jn4 
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######################################################### 
############### computing power of Tn ############### 
######################################################### 
l i b r a r y  ( g d a t a )  
N <- 4000 # number of simulation 
n <- 256 # sample size 
J  < -  l o g 2 ( n ) - l  #  n u m b e r  o f  r e s o l u t i o n  l e v e l s  
#  f o r  w a v e l e t  c o e f f i c i e n t s  
c  < —  1  #  p a r a m e t e r  f o r  T n  
dl <- 2 # parameter for Tn 
d2 <- 2.5 # parameter for Tn 
T1 <- rep (0 ,N) < 
#  i n i t i a t e  N = 2 0 0 0  T n ' s  u s i n g  c = l ,  d 1 = 2  u n d e r  H I  
T 2  < -  r e p ( 0  , N )  
#  i n i t i a t e  N = 2 0 0 0  T n ' s  u s i n g  c  =  l ,  d 2 = 2 . 5  u n d e r  H I  
t  < - 1.645 # ACV o f  T n  
t l  < - 3.07 # ECV o f  T n  u s i n g  c  =  1 ,  d l  =2 and n =256 
t2 <- 2 . 6 7  # ECV o f  T n  u s i n g  c  =  1 ,  d l  =2.5 and n=256 
# t l  < -  3.55 # ECV o f  T n  u s i n g  c  =  1 ,  d l  =2 and n =512 
#t2 <-  2.97 # ECV o f  T n  u s i n g  c  =  1 ,  d l  =2.5 and n=512 
f o r  ( i  i n  1 : N )  
{  x  < —  a r i m a  .  s i m  ( 1  i  s  t  (  o r d e r = c  ( 1  , 0  , 0 ) ,  a r = 0 . 2 ) ,  n )  
#  A R ( 1 )  
#x <- arima . sim (1 i s t ( order=c (1 ,0 ,0), ar=0.1), n) 
#  A R ( 1 )  
#x <— arima . sim ( 1 i s t ( order=c (4 ,0 ,0) , 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 3 )  , 0 . 3 ) ) ,  n )  
# AR(4) 
#x <- arima . sim (1 i s t ( order=c (4 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 3 )  , 0 . 2 ) ) ,  n )  
# AR(4) 
#x <— arima . sim( 1 i s t ( order=c (13 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c ( 0 . 2  ,  r e p  ( 0  , 1 0 )  , 0 . 3  ,  -  0 . 0 6 ) ) ,  n )  
# AEMA( 1 ,0)*(1 ,0)12 
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#x <- arima . sim( list ( order=c(13 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c  ( 0 . 1  ,  r e p  ( 0 , 1 0 )  , 0 . 2 ,  -  0 . 0 2 ) ) ,  n )  
# ARMA( 1 ,0)*(1 ,0)12 
#x <— arima . sim ( 1 i s t ( order=c (12 ,0 ,1), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 3 ) ,  m a = 0 . 2 ) ,  n )  
# ARMA(0 ,1) *(1 ,0)12 
#x <- arima . sim( 1 i s t ( order=c(12 ,0 ,1), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1  1 )  , 0 . 2 ) ,  m a = 0 . 1 ) ,  n )  
#  A R M A ( 0 , 1 ) * ( 1  , 0 ) 1 2  
#x <- arima . sim ( 1 i s t ( order=c (12 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c ( r e p  ( 0 , 1 1 ) , 0 . 4 ) ) ,  n )  
# AR( 12) 
#x <- arima . sim( 1 i s t ( order=c(12 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1  1 )  , 0 . 3 ) )  ,  n )  
# AR( 12) 
#x <— arima . sim ( 1 i s t ( order=c (24 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c  ( r e p  ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 3  ,  r e p  ( 0 , 1 1 ) , 0 . 2 ) ) ,  n )  
#  A R M A ( 0 , 0 ) * ( 2 , 0 ) 1 2  
#x <— arima . sim ( 1 i s t ( order=c (24 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c  ( r e p  ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 2  ,  r e p  ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 1 ) )  ,  n )  
#  A R M A ( 0 , 0 ) * ( 2  , 0 ) 1 2  
#x <— arima . sim ( 1 i s t ( order=c (12 ,0 ,12), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 3 ) ,  m a = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 2 ) ) ,  n )  
# AEMA(0 ,0)*( 1 ,1)12 
#x <- arima . sim( 1 i s t ( order=c(12 ,0 ,12), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 2 ) ,  m a = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 1 ) ) ,  n )  
#  A K M A ( 0 , 0 ) * ( 1  , 1 ) 1 2  
a v e r a g e  < —  m e a n ( x )  #  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  m e a n  
var <- mean((x-average )"2) 
# compute sample autocovariance at h=0 
rho <- rep (0 ,n-l) 
# compute sample autocorrelations 
for (h in 1 :(n — 1)) 
{  f o r  ( t  i n  ( h  +  l ) : n )  
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{  r h o [ h ]  < -  r h o [ h ]  +  ( x [ t ] - a v e r a g e )  
* ( x [ t — h ] —  a v e r a g e )  
} 
r h o [ h ]  < -  r h o [ h ] / n  
r h o [ h ]  < -  r h o [ h ] / v a r  
} 
r m ( h )  
alpha <- matrix (rep (0 , J *2" J), nrow=J , ncol =2" J) 
#  i n i t i a t e  w a v e l e t  c o e f f i c i e n t s  
# and record them in matrix "alpha" 
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : J )  
{  f o r  ( k  i n  ( 2 * ( j  -  1 ) ) : ( 2 " j  - 1 ) )  
{  f o r  ( h  i n  1 : ( n  —  1 ) )  
{  a l p h a  [  j  ,  k  ]  < -  a l p h a [ j , k ]  +  
r h o [ h ] * s i n ( 2 * p i * h / ( 2 ' j ) * ( l / 2  +  k ) )  
* ( s i n ( 2 * p i * h / ( 2 A ( j + 2 ) ) ) ) " 2 / ( 2 * p i * h )  
}  
a l p h a [ j , k ]  < -  a l p h a [ j  , k ] * 2 ~ (  j  / 2  +  3 )  
/ s q r t ( 2 *  p i )  
} 
} 
r m ( j )  
r m ( k )  
r m ( h )  
a l p h a _ h a l f  < -  u n m a t r i x  ( a l p h a  ,  b y r o w = T R U E )  
#  c o n v e r t  m a t r i x  " t e m p "  i n t o  
#  a  v e c t o r  n a m e d  " a l p h a _ h a l f "  
a l p h a - h a l f  < -  a l p h a _ h a l f  [  a l p h a _ h a l f  ! =  0 ]  
# remove zeros from "alpha_half" 
anl <- c *( log (n/2))"(( — 1)* dl) 
d e l t a l  < —  s q r t  ( 2 *  l o g  ( a n l  * n / 2 ) )  
m u l  < -  ( 2 * p i ) " ( - l / 2 ) * a n l " ( - l ) * d e l t a l  
* (  1 +  d e l t a  1  " ( — 2 ) )  
v a r l  < -  ( 2 * p i ) " ( - l / 2 ) * a n l " ( - l ) * d e l t a l ' 3  
*(1+3* deltal ~( -2)) 
temp <- alpha_half *( abs ( sqrt (2* pi *n)* alpha.half) 
>  d e l t a  1  )  
T l [ i ]  < —  ( 2 *  p i  * n * s u m (  t e m p  " 2 )  —  m u l ) / s q r t  (  v a r l )  
# compute test statistic T1 using c = l, d 1 =2 
r m ( t e m p )  
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an2 <- c*(log(n/2))"(( — l)*d2) 
d e l t a 2  < -  s q r t  ( 2 *  l o g  ( a n 2 * n / 2 ) )  
mu2 <— (2* pi )A( — 1/2)* an2*( — 1)* delta2 
* ( l  +  d e l t a 2 A ( - 2 ) )  
var2 <- (2* pi)"( — 1/2)* an2"( -1)* delta2 "3 
* ( l + 3 * d e l t a 2 " ( - 2 ) )  
temp <- alpha_half *( abs ( sqrt (2* pi*n)* alpha_half) 
>  d e l t a 2 )  
T 2 [ i ]  < —  ( 2 *  p i  * n * s u m (  t e m p  ' 2 )  —  m u 2 ) / s q r t  ( v a r 2  )  
# compute test statistic T2 using c = l, d2=2.5 
r m (  t e m p )  
} 
powerl_ACV <- mean((Tl > t)) 
# power of Tn using ACV and c = l, dl=2 
power2_ACV <— mean((T2 > t)) 
# power of Tn using ACV and c = l, dl=2.5 
power 1_ECV <- mean((Tl > tl )) 
# power of Tn using ECV and c = 1, dl =2 
power2_ECV <— mean((T2 > t2)) 
# power of Tn using ECV and c = l, dl=2.5 
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######################################################### 
############### computing power of Wan ############## 
######################################################### 
l i b r a r y  ( g d a t a )  
N <- 4000 
n <- 256 
J  < -  l o g 2  ( n )  —  1  
T  < -  r e p  ( 0  , N )  
t_ACV <- 2.97 
t_ECV <- 3.70 
#t_ECV <- 3.58 
f o r  ( i  i n  1 : N )  
{  x  < —  a r i m a  .  s i m (  l i  s  t  (  o r d e r = c  ( 1  , 0  , 0 ) ,  a r = 0 . 2 ) ,  n )  
# AR(1) 
#x <- arima . sim ( li s t ( order=c (1 ,0 ,0), ar=0.1), n) 
# AR(1) 
#x <- arima . sim (1 i s t ( order=c (4 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 3 )  , 0 . 3 ) ) ,  n )  
# AR(4) 
#x <- arima . sim( list ( order=c(4 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 3 )  , 0 . 2 ) ) ,  n )  
# AR(4) 
#x <- arima . sim( list (order=c(13 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c ( 0 . 2  , r e p ( 0 , 1 0 ) , 0 . 3  ,  -  0 . 0 6 ) ) ,  n )  
# ARMA( 1 ,0)*(1 ,0)12 
#x <— arima . sim (1 i s t ( order=c (13 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c ( 0 . 1  , r e p ( 0 , 1 0 ) , 0 . 2 , - 0 . 0 2 ) ) ,  n )  
# ARMA( 1 ,0)*(1 ,0)12 
#x <- arima . sim( 1 i s t ( order=c(12 ,0 ,1), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0 , 1 1 )  , 0 . 3 ) ,  m a = 0 . 2 ) ,  n )  
#  A R M A ( 0  , 1 ) * ( 1 , 0 ) 1 2  
# number of simulation 
# sample size 
# number of resolution levels 
#  f o r  w a v e l e t  c o e f f i c i e n t s  
#  i n i t i a t e  N = 2 0 0 0  W a n ' s  u n d e r  H I  
# ACV of Wan 
# ECV of Wan for n=256 
# ECV of Wan for n=512 
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#x <- arima . sim( 1 is t ( order=c (12 ,0 ,1), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0 , 1 1 ) , 0 . 2 ) ,  m a = 0 . 1 ) ,  n )  
# ARMA(0 ,1 )*( 1 ,0)12 
#x <- arima . sim( li st ( order=c(12 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 4 ) ) ,  n )  
# AR( 12) 
#x <- arima . sim ( 1 i s t ( order=c (12 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 3 ) ) ,  n )  
# AR(12) 
#x <- arima . sim( list ( order=c(24 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c (  r e p  ( 0 , l l ) , 0 . 3 , r e p ( 0 , l l ) , 0 . 2 ) ) ,  n )  
# ARMA(0 ,0)*(2 ,0)12 
#x <- arima . sim( list ( order=c(24 ,0 ,0), 
a r = c (  r e p  ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 2  ,  r e p  ( 0 , 1 1 ) , 0 . 1 ) ) ,  n )  
#  A R M A ( 0 , 0 ) * ( 2 , 0 ) 1 2  
#x <— arima . sim (1 i s t ( order=c (12 ,0 ,12), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 3 ) ,  m a = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 2 ) ) ,  n )  
# ARMA( 0 ,0) * (1 ,1)12 
#x <- arima . sim( li s t ( order=c(12 ,0 ,12), 
a r = c ( r e p ( 0 , 1 1 )  , 0 . 2 ) ,  m a = c ( r e p ( 0  , 1 1 )  , 0 . 1 ) ) ,  n )  
# ARMA(0 ,0)*( 1 ,1)12 
a v e r a g e  < —  m e a n ( x )  #  c o m p u t e  s a m p l e  m e a n  
var <- mean((x-average )"2) 
# compute sample autocovariance at h=0 
rho <— rep (0 ,n —1) 
# compute sample autocorrelations 
f o r  ( h  i n  l : ( n  — 1 ) )  
{  f o r  ( t  i n  ( h  +  l ) : n )  
{  r h o [ h ]  < —  r h o [ h ]  +  ( x  [  t ] — a v e r a g e  )  
* ( x [ t — h ]  —  a v e r a g e )  
} 
r h o [ h ]  < -  r h o [ h ] / n  
r h o [ h ]  < —  r h o [ h ] / v a r  
} 
r m ( h )  
alpha <- matrix (rep (0 , J *2" J), nrow=J , ncol =2A J) 
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#  i n i t i a t e  w a v e l e t  c o e f f i c i e n t s  
# and record them in matrix "alpha" 
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : J )  
{  f o r  ( k  i n  ( 2 * (  j  -  l ) ) : ( 2 A j  - 1 ) )  
{  f o r  ( h  i n  l : ( n  — 1 ) )  
{  a l p h a  [ j  , k ]  < -  a l p h a [ j , k ]  +  
r h o  [ h ] * s i n ( 2 * p i * h / ( 2 A j ) * ( l / 2  +  k ) )  
* ( s i n ( 2 * p i * h / ( 2 " ( j + 2 ) ) ) ) " 2 / ( 2 * p i * h )  
}  
a l p h a [ j , k ]  < -  a l p h a  [ j  , k ]  * 2 " (  j / 2  +  3 )  
/ s q r t  ( 2 *  p i )  
} } 
r m ( j )  
r m ( k )  
r m ( h )  
a l p h a _ h a l f  < —  u n m a t r i x  (  a l p h a  ,  b y r o w = T R U E )  
a l p h a . h a l f  < -  a s  .  v e c t o r  (  a l p h a _ h a l f )  
#  c o n v e r t  m a t r i x  " a l p h a "  i n t o  
#  a  v e c t o r  n a m e d  " a l p h a _ h a l f "  
a l p h a . h a l f  < -  a l p h a . h a l f  [  a l p h a - h a l f  ! =  0 ]  
# remove zeros from " alpha.half" 
V  < -  r e p  ( 0  , n / 2  — 1 )  
#  s c a n  t h r o u g h  a l l  t h e  v a l u e s  
#  b y  r e c o r d i n g  t h e m  i n t o  V  
#  t o  f i n d  t h e  m a x i m u m  
# and let it be the test statistic 
f o r  ( j  i n  1 : ( n / 2  — 2 ) )  
{ temp <- alpha.half 
f o r  ( k  i n  ( j  +  1  ) : ( n / 2  —  1 ) )  
{ temp[k] <- 0 
} 
V [ j ]  < —  ( ( 2 *  p i * n ) * s u m ( t e m p A 2 )  —  j  ) / s q r t  ( 2 *  j  )  
} 
V [ n / 2 - l ]  < -  ( ( 2 *  p i * n ) * s u m (  a l p h a . h a l f  " 2 )  
— ( n / 2  — 1 ) ) / s q r t  ( 2 * ( n / 2  — 1 ) )  
r m ( j )  
r m ( k )  
m  < —  ( 1 : ( n / 2  —  l ) ) [ V = = m a x ( V ) ]  
#  f i n d  t h e  l o c a t i o n  o f  w h e r e  m a x  i s  d e r i v e d  
T [ i ] <- sqrt(2*log(log(n/2 — l)))*V[m] 
—(2* log (log (n/2 — l))+0.5*log(log(log(n/2 — 1))) 
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-0.5* log (4* pi)) 
# compute test statistic Wan 
# and write it into vector T 
} 
power.ACV <- mean((T > t_ACV)) 
# power of Wan using ACV 
power_ECV <— mean((T > t_ECV)) 
# power of Wan using ECV 
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